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EDITOR’S NOTE
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On a recent visit to some think tanks in Berlin and Brussels, whenever the Prime
Minister’s ‘Make in India’ programme was discussed, the response from our hosts
invariably focused on policy issues. The major concern expressed related to assur-
ances that the terms and conditions for investing in ventures in the defence field will
neither be revoked nor subsequently rejigged to the detriment of the investing party,
once the project takes off. The Vodafone case was oft quoted. This related to introduc-
tion of GAAR (General Anti Avoidance Rules) in the 2012-13 budget by the then
Finance Minister Dr. Pranab Mukherjee and the controversial retrospective changes
in the tax law. Vodafone, a UK-based telecom major, one of the affected parties, took
the case to court. Under the new rules, amendments were to take place retrospective-
ly from April 1, 1962, which meant that many closed tax cases could theoretically be
re-considered, including that of Vodafone’s. Such retrospective legislation vitiates the
investment climate.

Within the country, a major concern is that of accountability. India’s Defence Public
Sector has never been held accountable for shoddy production of arms and ammu-
nition. A case in point is the horrific accident that took place in Central Ammunition
Depot (CAD), Pulgaon, near Nagpur on 31 May 2016. 19 bravehearts lost their lives
and 17 were seriously injured. Here, defective anti-tank mines made by our ordnance
factories was stored in a segregated shed. The defective mines, received in the depot
in 2010 caught fire which led to the explosion. No action seems to have been taken on
those responsible for manufacturing the defective ammunition nor against those
officials in the OFB who gave the defective ammunition a certificate of fitness before
it left the factory. The Secretary Defence Production has not been held accountable
for gross negligence and failure to discharge his responsibility as the OFB refused to
give orders for the destruction of the ammunition, despite being warned by the
DGOS in 2013 itself that such failure could lead to disastrous consequences. The
same story is repeated time and again, where sloth and inefficiency is invariably over-
looked. Which is why we now even have to import rifles to equip the Army.

The processes followed for Defence Acquisitions have been somewhat simplified, but
they are still too rigid. Greater participation by the private sector is the need of the
hour and government rules must make for an even playing field. It is only through the
private sector that India can build a strong defence industrial base, without which the
Make in India programme will remain nothing but a slogan. The road ahead is long
and bumpy and only a steely will and outstanding leadership can achieve what the
Prime Minister has set out to do. Can the MoD deliver? The jury is still out on that one.
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Should old acquaintance be forgot
and never brought to mind? This is
the rhetorical question posed in

this famous Scottish ballad which still
gives goose bumps to most army guys,
as it stirs up memories of the finest years
of one’s life spent at our alma mater: the
Indian Military Academy, Dehradun.
Fifty years ago nearly 400 Gentlemen
Cadets of the 41st Regular and 25
Technical Course formed up on the

Chetwode parade ground to the massed
bands playing “Sare Jahan Se Accha
Hindustan Hamara…” and trooped out
in slow march for our tryst with destiny,
to the haunting melody of Auld Lang
Syne, and took the momentous final
step which transformed our lives
forever!

From swashbuckling happy-go-lucky
teenagers, suddenly the weight of a
single brass star on the shoulders
became comparable to the mythical
Atlas holding up the world! Maturity and
a sense of responsibility seemed to
come forth overnight. The Chetwode
credo, emblazoned on our hearts and
reverberating in our soul became the
touchstone and benchmark for all our
future actions. The young and
audacious Gentleman Cadet was now
an officer of the glorious and renowned
Indian Army! The next fifty years would
be lived with valour, honour dignity and
sacrifice.

180 of us veterans along with our
wives, as also a dozen brave wives of our
departed comrades came to Dehradun
on a pilgrimage, to pay homage to our

revered alma mater, which made us,
mere mortals of straw, into upright well-
trained men, ready to give all to our
motherland, at a moment’s notice.

AULD LANG SYNE
Lt Gen Sudhir Sharma

The course together at Khetarpal Auditorium
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GENERAL SPEAK

Though frail in body and faltering sights,
yet unbroken in spirit, we came from far
and near, India and abroad, by car, train
air and bus, eager to meet with course
mates and friends of fifty years and more! 

Kudos and salutation to the IMA
which welcomed us not only with open
arms but with a warmth and longing
reserved for the return of a ‘prodigal
son’. We were pampered, fussed over
and treated like we had never left! The
welcome filled our hearts with pride and
confidence that the finest academy was
in safe and capable hands of a new
generation which still cherished old
values! Our preparation for the Golden
Jubilee had started a few years back with
military precision. A dedicated core
team and volunteer organising
committee spent the good part of last
year coordinating each and every
minute detail meticulously and oh! so
competently. It was like a flawless
military operation catering to every

contingency! We were overwhelmed and
happy to see the improved
infrastructure befitting a world class
military academy and yet the training

and upbringing was as rigorous and
thorough as we remembered.

So, the question arises, why would 70
plus years old seniors, few with
indifferent health, come to the academy
to be with other veterans, some of whom
they had never met or known in the
academy nor ever come across in the fifty
years gone since! What draws
coursemates who at best were
acquaintances at IMA, to make this
journey for a few days of fun and
bonhomie? The answer lies in the fact
that on a fateful day of June 8, 1968,
together we took the ‘final step’ and
forged a lifelong unshakeable bond. A
bond tempered and strengthened in the
sweat, toil and immense hardship borne
together with fortitude, while
undergoing rigorous training which
would hone us as the finest officer
soldiers of the country. It is in the shared
adversity and extreme hardship that
enduring friendships are forged and cast.

But what of the dozen single ladies
who had lost their husbands along the
way, who also undertook the nostalgic
journey to Dehradun? It would be
difficult for anyone else except faujis
who understand the army ethos to even
comprehend the emotive pull of being
with their husband’s course mates. They
came because we are an extended
family; they came because their

Slow and Steady... Marching to the Memorial. Lt Gen Sudhir Sharma 
and Col Ravi Bedi

Brig RS Rawat laying a wreath on behalf of 41st Course
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husbands would have come. As one lady
told me, “I came because among you all,
I can feel his presence so distinctly!” This
is what binds us, a unique relationship
which exists, but defies logic to all,
except us! Our wives came to savour for
themselves the pull of the academy, and
relate to the stories often told and retold,
and meet up with other ladies of the
course who had been friends for decades

and to stand by their husbands as they
always do! We sang, and we danced, we
hugged and we high fived, cracked
naughty jokes, shared reminiscences
and relived secret escapades and
adventures. It was as if the very soul and
spirit had been recharged and rebooted.
While standing at attention at the war
memorial, as the soul stirring last post
was played, most eyes were moist, but

hearts were filled with pride! An incident
merits recounting. A course mate with a
medical condition stood forlorn in a
corner gazing wistfully at the distant
memorial unsure of making it alone.
Without asking, a course mate appeared
alongside and unobtrusively and deftly
supported him. Together the duo slowly
but with steely resolve and much dignity
reached the memorial and paid their due
respects to our departed martyrs. No
thanks were due, no words were spoken,
nor were they needed. It was just ‘the
done thing’!We parted from IMA the
crucible of leadership deeply satisfied
and bid a touching farewell to friends,
ladies and course mates of five decades,
perhaps for the last time!

Thus, once again the question arises;
Should old acquaintance be forgot and
never brought to mind? The answer
across generations of course mates is a
resounding and unequivocal No, they
should not be forgot but nurtured and
cherished as we did! Thank you, my
friends, blessed to have been part of
your lives! Time is fast approaching for
all of us to finally ride away into the
sunset! But till then, keep rocking and
keep smiling!

Bonds that last a lifetime. At the Chetwode Parade Ground

Pride of the course. Brave single ladies — our family!
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YOUR VOICE

Dear Sir,
This has reference to the article, Game of Thrones: The India
China Reset. China has been testing IA and Modi Govt resolve
based on inputs form ISI and Pakistan who consider China as
their saviour. It has happened before too while Xi Jinping was
in Gujarat meeting Modi. India stayed firm and as a result,
CMC and PLA HQ was taken aback by Indian resolve. Let us
not forget about the Chinese experience in Indian Ocean
when they were squarely in the cross hair of Arihant and
Chakra as given out in the statement by the Indian Navy that
Chinese navy is tracked in Indian Ocean, of which PLAN was
unaware. Even during Ex Gagan Shakti PLAAF was surprised
by the capabilities of the IAF. Chinese internal report talks
about superiority of SU-30MKI over SU-30MKK, Mirage and
Tejas over J10 Thunder and the flying skills of IAF in towering
mountains of Himalayas where mountains can provide the
clutter to confuse radars and missiles, manoeuvring high
speed fighter jets requires skills that is pretty much sole
domain of IAF, PAF. The reports from front commanders,
observers from Tibet forced Beijing and CMC to grudgingly
acknowledge Indian Capability and capacity and that has led
to healthy respect.

—Kris Singh

Dear Sir,
Some thoughts on the article, ‘Game of Thrones: The India
China Reset’. It is simple: China pushes at weak ends. We as a
country are meek because we have been inappropriately led
politically. As a result we still do not have a Mountain Strike
Corps. On a disputed border we put Home Ministry forces.
The Army sits back. We talk peace like Nehru did. We have an
Army ill equipped to fight a war, specially so in the
mountains. Let alone ammunition and other things we don’t
even have enough sets of clothing to equip our forces to fight
in the mountains. As of today we stand disadvantaged in a
prolonged conflict with the Chinese. Let us not talk of short
sharp conflicts and expect that the US will come to our
rescue. We are always talking about fighting a defensive battle
against the Chinese. Lets for a change have an offensive
mindset and start to move things accordingly. The military
brass needs to learn how to push things to the Government or
they should pack their bags and go home.

—Col JPS Grewal

Dear Sir,
Game of Thrones: The India China Reset was an excellent
write up and update! However, we see a different kind of reset.
A reset, reversion to factory settings and for India, implies
going to 1962 days in military sense. But for China, instead of
a reset, it's an offset...offsetting and upstaging resources and
expanding its span including area of influence enabling it to
take on US making the world bipolar. In present
circumstances, India has yet to match China and putting
ourselves in any kind of comparison would amount to be in
state of denial. China has been restraining itself for want of

economic compulsions wherein we have given him a huge
customer and business base on a platter to sink/ swamp it’s
cheap though substandard products. The lack of total self
sufficiency and failure of make India vis a vis China's huge
stride in massive production of armaments domestically has
squarely put India out of reset business. The destruction of
moral fabric and pride by politico bureaucratic duo should
have been factored in here which has impacted the efficacy of
Indian AFs to put up a winning effort specially in a two
pronged scenario.

—Vibhuti Bharati

Dear Sir,
In the article Game of Thrones: The India China Reset, the
author has given in a short, crisp write-up on the Chinese way
of dealing from a position of strength at the international
level, especially with a competitive neighbour. Well, while
they create a conflict situation as in Doklam, they can even
get political opposition parties such as the Congress in India
to pin prick their own government. It is all part of their
“warfare”. Their current strength of the military is stated to be
2.4 million & defence budget 216 billion!

—Maj Gen Harwant Krishan

Dear Sir,
This is in reference to the article by Gen. Sudhir Sharma. Over
a period of time, lots of ESM are settled in the periphery of
cantonments. Opening the road will help them to approach,
ECHS, MH and CSD. It save unnecessary running of vehicle
by taking long route thereby precious petrol and time.

—Ramachandran Vizhakat

Dear Sir,
The column By Gen. Sharma was comprehensive and
informative. The order of the RM has pitted civilians against
the army, just as OROP — one rank and five pensions has
made the army to be seen in negative light, that army is being
paid at the cost of the taxpayers, on the next day when diluted
OROP was announced , the hon’ble PM said while addressing
workers in Chandigarh that army has been given the OROP at
the cost of poor people, the image of the army stands
tarnished in the eyes of civilians, by and large the general
public thinks that army is being maintained at their cost, out
of taxes that they pay! Whatever image remained that too has
been sullied by the opening of Cantonments. It is army vs
civilians now.

—Bimla Sagwal

Dear Sir,
The order to open roads in cantonments is ill conceived and
reflects poorly on the sensitivity and understanding of the
role of the Armed Forces in the larger perspective and
multiple dimensions of national security.

—Navin Kumar Chaudhry
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Last few years have been tough for
Europe since the Syrian war broke out.
Afghan refugee migration was just about
stabilising when fall out of Syrian war
cropped up. The end to the war in Syria is
still elusive with deep entrenchment of
major powers of the region. In search of
better life, mass scale migration of
population has been in motion, mainly to
Europe. Since 2014 nearly 1.8 million
migrants have moved into Europe and
countries like Germany, Greece, Italy,
Austria, Hungary are struggling to cope
not only with migrants but also the
political fallout which is playing out in
various countries in the EU to the extent
of straining the very concept of the union.
It has seriously impacted the social and
political discourse in all the constituent
countries. Public anxiety in wealthier
countries like Germany has risen high
since a high profile assault occurred
involving migrants, including killing of a
19 year old German student and the
terrorist attack on a Christmas market
resulting in loss of 12 lives.

In the European Union there is serious
debate about who should take the
responsibility for the newcomers, border
states like Greece and Italy, which is the
entry point of migrants, or Germany

where the migrants subsequently
attempt to enter and settle. The far right
parties have stirred up nationalist feelings
against migrants who seem to have
unsettled the society. The far right Prime
Minister of Hungary has made
imprisonment a punishment for
Hungarians who assist undocumented
migrants. The Italian Interior Minister has
ordered closure of ports to charity run
rescue boats which bring the migrants
taking sea routes to enter Europe.
Germany’s interior minister has issued
warnings that the migrants will be turned
back from its southern borders.

Germany’s coalition partners have
blamed Chancellor Angela Merkel for
taking a soft approach to migration.
Unfortunately, an atmosphere has been
created that all illegal activities in the EU
are migrant created. President Trump has
fuelled the fire by stating that migration
has led to crime epidemic in Germany.
Some say that it is far from truth. Greece’s
Prime Minister voiced his disagreement
with these extreme right views. Mr Alexis
Tsipras stated that the populist extreme
right forces are on the rise which is a
threat to European unity.

The position of Chancellor Angela
Merkel is rather precarious. She is
heading a coalition government. Within
her government the migration issue has
rocked the newly formed coalition. The
Bavarian coalition partner has asked for
border controls against asylum seekers.
The Chancellor has refused to cede to the
Christian Social Union’s demand to give
German border police the power to turn
away refugees who had already applied
for asylum in other EU countries.
Luxembourg and Spain have called for
showing solidarity to German
Chancellor’s stand which is suffering a
political crisis within Germany. The EU
council President Donald Tusk is hoping
to rally support around the plans to
relieve pressure by building processing

centres in Northern Africa for migrants
rescued at sea. This idea seems to attract
broad support. Two far right heads of
states, Hungary and Austria, have called
for tougher border control. Fears are
growing that the division could
jeopardise the Europe’s passport free
Schenegen area with the leaders
championing opposing visions for a
common asylum policy.

EU is also struggling with negotiations
with the UK for a softer Brexit. The EU
commission President Claude Junker has
urged PM Theresa May to forge an already
agreed redline. Mrs May is likely to push
her cabinet to adopt a white paper
committing the UK to staying close to the
EU’s customs union and single market in
goods and loose relationship in services
to minimise  economic risks of Brexit.

EU is also discussing the fallout of US
administration’s call to the EU to share
greater financial burden of NATO. Right
now EU has collectively outsourced its
external security to NATO where the US
affords large share. The trade war, US
walking out of JCPOA nuclear deal with
Iran, Korean Peninsula denuclearisation
issue, South China Sea, migration issue as
a fall out of Syrian war etc the EU is under
multiple stress the solutions of which
possibly lie in calm dialogues and
agreements based on collective wisdom.
Taking any extreme view can seriously
impact humanity. On 29 June, EU leaders
after 10 hours marathon debate have
agreed that some EU countries will accept
migrants rescued from the
Mediterranean Sea. However, the quota
issue has been left at this point in time
giving some space to Poland, Hungary
and other Central European states

Vice Admiral Shekhar Sinha, PVSM,
AVSM, NM and Bar is the former

Commander in Chief Western Naval
Command & former Chief of Integrated

Defence Staff.

STRESS LINES IN THE EUROPEAN UNION
Vice Admiral Shekhar Sinha, PVSM, AVSM, NM

PERISCOPE
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OUT OF THE BLUE

There has
certainly been a
marked change in
culture and
outlook in India,
ever since the
Narendra Modi
government came
to power in 2014.

Never before, in the last 70 years since
independence, has so much of thrust
been given to development, especially
at the lower levels of industry. Strong
governance, with extensive emphasis
on corruption free assurances, easing of
business norms to facilitate
participation and provisioning for easy
loans are strong indicators for
promoting development in the country.
On one of his early visits to the
developed nations, September 2014 to
be precise, the Prime Minister extended
an invitation which took the world by
surprise when he said that India has the
space to create infrastructure, has the
manpower and the technological base
and intellect, so why doesn’t foreign
industry (always on the lookout for
expansion) come and “Make in India”?
The country and the Indian industry
lauded the move. The catch phrase was
a gateway to use the technical talent
and industrial space to set up industries
which in turn will be able to absorb
technologies heretofore not available in
the country. Participation by small and
medium enterprises (SMEs) was a
natural fallout, alleviating their
financial status and enhancing the
knowledge base. The lure of cheap
labour coupled with cost effective
infrastructure set-up could not offer a
better business proposition. But in the
last four years no big international
player has really set up any production
facility that would complement the
Prime Minister’s slogan. If the picture

was rosy, why hasn’t the opportunity
been exploited ? Is “Make in India” a
boon or a bane?

International business, I guess, relies
on certain factors — ease of doing
business as regards government
clearances, taxes and procedural
transparency, reliability and quality of
output, reputation, and export
capability, which essentially translates
to acceptability in the international
market, among many other factors.
Even a cursory glance at these factors
will lay bare the reason why we are the
biggest importers of arms in the world.
We actually do not adequately meet the
requirements of transacting
international business nor inspire
confidence in the major players to
make large investments in our country.
It thereby translates why these major
industries did not immediately jump at
the offer provided by our Prime
Minister. With a relatively negligible
export market in the arms business
(which is all about precision and
quality) and an indigenous defence
industry ruled by a series of
government behemoths called Public
Sector Undertakings and the
ignominious DRDO, India’s reputation
in the arms department falls in the ‘less
said the better’ category.

But is there a way out? Can we
salvage our flagging reputation and
prove our capability to the world? I
believe we can. While one can admire
the efforts of DRDO in certain specific
cases, the organisation largely has not
met the test of its creation. Monolithic
in structure with a government
orientation and absolute lack of
accountability are its setbacks. There is
a serious need to reconsider the
structure and re-orientate the
functioning of DRDO and make it
analogous to that of a private sector

enterprise — a ‘hire and fire’ policy will
go a long way to harness accountability
of individuals serving in the
organisation. While R&D is an evolving
process, projects must be governed by
time lines and cost. The user interface
must be increased to facilitate
satisfaction and trust. There are certain
items, like jet engines, which will
remain a distant dream. Let us forget
them for the moment and concentrate
on areas of manufacture more
compatible with our capability. The
work culture and ethos of the industry
worker must be under tight control to
exact efficiency. Labour unions must
not hold sway and not be allowed to
hold the system to ransom. The
Strategic Partnership model must be
exploited for transfer of technology but
in return the partner must be given the
confidence to invest his money and his
industry.

The indigenous defence industry has
to be enhanced. We cannot continue
with the ‘world’s largest arms importer’
tag eternally. We need to harness
academia and private industry in a big
way to provide the thrust. But this
means fiscal support. For a cost benefit
return a tough accountability model
must exist to address every level. We
must not lose focus of the purpose for
which the armed forces exist, to defend
the nation. They need the means to 
do it.

An alumnus of NDA and DSSC, Air
Mshl Sumit Mukerji has served the IAF

as a fighter pilot with distinction He
has commanded three units, a MiG-29

Sqn, a MiG-25 SR Sqn and TACDE
(considered the ‘Top Gun’ school of the
IAF) and also served as the Air Attaché
in Washington DC. He retired in 2011

as the AOC-in-C of Southern Air
Command.

MAKE IN INDIA – BOON OR BANE ?
Air Mshl Sumit Mukerji, PVSM, SC, VSM
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Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong, Thank
you for your friendship, your leadership
of India-Singapore partnership and a
better future for the region. Defence
Ministers, Mr. John Chipman,
Dignitaries and Excellencies, Namaskar
and a very good evening to all of you!

I
am pleased to return to a region,
known to India since ancient
times as ‘the land of gold’. I am
also happy to be here in a special
year — a landmark year of India’s

relationship with ASEAN.
In January, we had the unique honour

of hosting ten ASEAN leaders on our
Republic Day. The ASEAN-India Summit

was a testimony of our commitment to
ASEAN, and to our Act-East policy. For
thousands of years, Indians have turned
to the East. Not just to see the sun rise,
but also to pray for its light to spread over
the entire world. The humankind now
looks to the Rising East, with the hope to
see the promise that this 21st century
beholds for the whole world, because the
destiny of the world will be deeply
influenced by the course of
developments in the Indo-Pacific region.
This new age of promise is also

caught in shifting plates of global politics
and the fault lines of history. I am here to
say that the future we seek does not have
to be as elusive as Shangri La; that we

can shape this region in our collective
hopes and aspirations. Nowhere is it
more apt to pursue this than in
Singapore. This great nation shows us
that when the oceans are open, the seas
are secure, countries are connected, the
rule of law prevails and the region is
stable, nations, small and large, prosper
as sovereign countries — Free and
fearless in their choices.
Singapore also shows that when

nations stand on the side of principles,
not behind one power or the other, they
earn the respect of the world and a voice
in international affairs. And, when they
embrace diversity at home, they seek an
inclusive world outside.

KEYNOTE ADDRESS:

SHRI NARENDRA MODI AT 
THE SHANGRI LA DIALOGUE: JUNE 01, 2018

ADDRESS
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For India, though, Singapore means
more. It’s the spirit that unites a lion
nation and a lion city. Singapore is our
springboard to ASEAN. It has been, for
centuries, a gateway for India to the East.
For over two thousand years, the winds
of monsoons, the currents of seas and
the force of human aspirations have
built timeless links between India and
this region. It was cast in peace and
friendship, religion and culture, art and
commerce, language and literature.
These human links have lasted, even as
the tides of politics and trade saw their
ebb and flow.
Over the past three decades, we have

re-claimed that heritage to restore our
role and relationships in the region. For
India, no region now receives as much
attention as this. And, for good reasons.
Oceans had an important place in

Indian thinking since pre-Vedic times.

Thousands of years ago, the Indus Valley
Civilisation as well as Indian peninsula
had maritime trade. Oceans and Varuna
— the Lord of all Waters — find a
prominent place in the world’s oldest
books — the Vedas. In ancient Puranas,
written thousands of years ago, the
geographical definition of India is with
reference to the seas: उ+र-यतसमय,meaning
the land which lies to the north of the
seas.
Lothal, in my home state Gujarat, was

among the world’s oldest ports. Even
today there are remains of a dock. No
wonder Gujaratis are enterprising and
travel widely even today! The Indian
Ocean has shaped much of India’s
history. It now holds the key to our
future. The ocean carries 90 percent of
India’s trade and our energy sources. It is
also the life line of global commerce. The
Indian Ocean connects regions of

diverse cultures and different levels of
peace and prosperity. It also now bears
ships of major powers. Both raise
concerns of stability and contest.
To the East, the Malacca Strait and

South China Sea connect India to the
Pacific and to most of our major partners
— ASEAN, Japan, Republic of Korea,
China and the Americas. Our trade in the
region is growing rapidly. And, a
significant part of our overseas
investments flow in this direction.
ASEAN alone accounts for over 20
percent. Our interests in the region are
vast, and our engagement is deep. In the
Indian Ocean region, our relationships
are becoming stronger. We are also
helping build economic capabilities and
improve maritime security for our
friends and partners. We promote
collective security through forums like
Indian Ocean Naval Symposium.

ADDRESS
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We are advancing a comprehensive
agenda of regional co-operation through
Indian Ocean Rim Association. And, we
also work with partners beyond the
Indian Ocean Region to ensure that the
global transit routes remain peaceful
and free for all. Three years ago, in
Mauritius, I described our vision in one
word – Sagar, which means ocean in
Hindi. And, SAGAR stands for Security
and Growth for All in the Region and that
is the creed we follow to our East now
even more vigorously through our Act
East Policy by seeking to join India,
especially her East and North-East, with
our land and maritime partners to the
East. 
South-east Asia is our neighbour by

land and sea. With each Southeast Asian
country, we have growing political,
economic and defence ties. With ASEAN,
from dialogue partners, we have become

strategic partners over the course of 25
years. We pursue our relations through
annual summits and 30 dialogue
mechanisms. But even more through a
shared vision for the region, and the
comfort and familiarity of our old links.
We are active participants in ASEAN-

led institutions like East Asia Summit,
A.D.M.M. plus and A.R.F. We are part of
BIMSTEC and Mekong-Ganga
Economic Corridor - a bridge between
South and Southeast Asia. Our ties with
Japan — from economic to strategic —
have been completely transformed. It is
a partnership of great substance and
purpose that is a cornerstone of India’s
Act East Policy. There is a strong
momentum in our cooperation with
Republic of Korea. And there is a fresh
energy in our partnerships with
Australia, as also New Zealand. 
With several of our partners, we meet

in formats of three or more. More than
three years ago, I landed at dawn in Fiji
to start a successful new phase of
engagement with Pacific Island Nations.
The meetings of the Forum for India-
Pacific Islands Cooperation, or FIPIC,
have bridged the distance of geography
through shared interests and action.
Beyond East and Southeast Asia, our
partnerships are strong and growing. It is
a measure of our strategic autonomy
that India’s Strategic Partnership with
Russia has matured to be special and
privileged.
Ten days ago, in an informal summit

at Sochi, President Putin and I shared
our views on the need for a strong multi-
polar world order for dealing with the

challenges of our times. At the same
time, India’s global strategic partnership
with the United States has overcome the
hesitations of history and continues to
deepen across the extraordinary breadth
of our relationship. It has assumed new
significance in the changing world. And
an important pillar of this partnership is
our shared vision of an open, stable,
secure and prosperous Indo-Pacific
Region. No other relationship of India
has as many layers as our relations with
China. We are the world’s two most
populous countries and among the
fastest growing major economies. Our
cooperation is expanding. Trade is
growing. And we have displayed
maturity and wisdom in managing
issues and ensuring a peaceful border.
In April, a two-day informal Summit

with President Xi helped us cement our
understanding that strong and stable
relations between our two nations are an
important factor for global peace and
progress. I firmly believe that Asia and
the world will have a better future when
India and China work together in trust
and confidence, sensitive to each other's
interests.
India has a growing partnership with

Africa, propelled through mechanisms
such as India-Africa Forum Summits. At
its core are cooperation based on Africa’s
requirements, and a history of warmth
and mutual respect. Coming back to our
region, India’s growing engagement is
accompanied by deeper economic and
defence cooperation. We have more
trade agreements in this part of the
world than in any other. We have

ADDRESS
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Comprehensive Economic Partnership
Agreements with Singapore, Japan and
South Korea. We have Free Trade
Agreements with ASEAN and Thailand.
And, we are now actively participating in
concluding the Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership Agreement. I
have just paid my first visit to Indonesia,
India’s neighbour 90 nautical miles close,
and not 90 nautical miles apart.
My friend President Widodo and I

upgraded India-Indonesia relations to a
Comprehensive Strategic Partnership.
Among other shared interests, we have
a common vision for maritime
cooperation in the Indo-Pacific. On way
from Indonesia, I stopped over briefly
in Malaysia to meet one of ASEAN's
most senior leaders, Prime Minister
Mahathir.
India Armed Forces, especially our

Navy, are building partnerships in the
Indo-Pacific region for peace and
security, as well as humanitarian
assistance and disaster relief. They
train, exercise and conduct goodwill
missions across the region. For
example, with Singapore, we have the
longest uninterrupted naval exercise,
which is in its twenty-fifth year now. We
will start a new trilateral exercise with
Singapore soon and we hope to extend
it to other ASEAN countries. We work
with partners like Vietnam to build
mutual capabilities. India conducts
Malabar Exercise with the United States
and Japan. A number of regional
partners join in India’s Exercise Milan in
the Indian Ocean, and participate in
RIMPAC in the Pacific. We are active in
the Regional Cooperation Agreement
on Combating Piracy and Armed
Robbery against Ships in Asia — in this
very city.
Distinguished members of the

audience, back home, our principal
mission is transforming India to a New
India by 2022, when independent India
will be 75 years young. We will sustain
growth of 7.5 to 8 percent per year. As our
economy grows, our global and regional
integration will increase. A nation of over
800 million youth knows that their future
will be secured not just by the scale of

India's economy, but also by the depth of
global engagement. More than
anywhere else, our ties will deepen and
our presence will grow in the region. But,
the future we seek to build needs a stable
bedrock of peace. And this is far from
certain.
There are shifts in global power,

change in the character of global
economy and daily disruption in
technology. The foundations of the
global order appear shaken. And, the
future looks less certain. For all our
progress, we live on the edge of
uncertainty, of unsettled questions and
unresolved disputes; contests and
claims; and clashing visions and
competing models.
We see growing mutual insecurity

and rising military expenditure; internal
dislocations turning into external
tensions; and new fault lines in trade and
competition in the global commons.
Above all, we see assertion of power over
re-course to international norms. In the
midst of all this, there are challenges that
touch us all, including the unending
threat of terrorism and extremism. This
is a world of inter-dependent fortunes
and failures. And, no nation can shape
and secure it on its own. It is a world that
summons us to rise above divisions and
competition to work together. Is that
possible?
Yes,it is possible. I see ASEAN as an

example and inspiration. ASEAN
represents the greatest level of diversity
of culture, religion, language,
governance and prosperity of any
grouping in the world. It was born when
Southeast Asia was a frontline of global
competition, a theatre of a brutal war
and a region of uncertain nations. Yet,
today, ASEAN has united ten countries
behind a common purpose. ASEAN
unity is essential for a stable future for
this region. And, each of us must support
it, not weaken it. I have attended four
East Asia Summits. I am convinced that
ASEAN can integrate the broader region.
In many ways, ASEAN is already leading
the process. In doing so, it has laid the
foundation of the Indo-Pacific Region.
The East Asia Summit and the Regional

Comprehensive Economic Partnership
— two important initiatives of ASEAN —
embrace this geography.
The Indo-Pacific is a natural region. It

is also home to a vast array of global
opportunities and challenges. I am
increasingly convinced with each
passing day that the destinies of those of
us who live in the region are linked.
Today, we are being called to rise above
divisions and competition to work
together.
The ten countries of South East Asia

connect the two great oceans in both the
geographical and civilisational sense.
Inclusiveness, openness and ASEAN
centrality and unity, therefore, lie at the
heart of the new Indo-Pacific. India does
not see the Indo-Pacific Region as a
strategy or as a club of limited members.
Nor as a grouping that seeks to
dominate. And by no means do we
consider it as directed against any
country. A geographical definition, as
such, cannot be. India's vision for the
Indo-Pacific Region is, therefore, a
positive one. And, it has many elements.
One, it stands for a free, open,

inclusive region, which embraces us all
in a common pursuit of progress and
prosperity. It includes all nations in this
geography as also others beyond who
have a stake in it. 
Two, Southeast Asia is at its centre.

And, ASEAN has been and will be central
to its future. That is the vision that will
always guide India, as we seek to
cooperate for an architecture for peace
and security in this region.
Three, we believe that our common

prosperity and security require us to
evolve, through dialogue, a common
rules-based order for the region. And, it
must equally apply to all individually as
well as to the global commons. Such an
order must believe in sovereignty and
territorial integrity, as well as equality of
all nations, irrespective of size and
strength. These rules and norms should
be based on the consent of all, not on
the power of the few. This must be
based on faith in dialogue, and not
dependence on force. It also means that
when nations make international
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commitments, they must uphold them.
This is the foundation of India's faith in
multilateralism and regionalism; and,
of our principled commitment to rule
of law.
Four, we should all have equal access

as a right under international law to the
use of common spaces on sea and in the
air that would require freedom of
navigation, unimpeded commerce and
peaceful settlement of disputes in
accordance with international law.
When we all agree to live by that code,
our sea lanes will be pathways to
prosperity and corridors of peace. We
will also be able to come together to
prevent maritime crimes, preserve
marine ecology, protect against disasters
and prosper from blue economy.
Five, this region, and all of us, have

benefitted from globalisation. Indian
food is among the best examples of these
benefits! But, there is growing
protectionism, in goods and in services.
Solutions cannot be found behind walls
of protection, but in embracing change.
What we seek is a level playing field for
all. India stands for open and stable
international trade regime. We will also
support rule-based, open, balanced and
stable trade environment in the Indo-
Pacific Region, which lifts up all nations
on the tide of trade and investment. That
is what we expect from Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partnership.
RCEP must be comprehensive, as the
name suggests, and the principles
declared. It must have a balance among
trade, investment and services.
Six, connectivity is vital. It does more

than enhance trade and prosperity. It
unites a region. India has been at the
crossroads for centuries. We
understand the benefits of connectivity.
There are many connectivity initiatives
in the region. If these have to succeed,
we must not only build infrastructure,
we must also build bridges of trust. And
for that, these initiatives must be based
on respect for sovereignty and
territorial integrity, consultation, good
governance, transparency, viability and
sustainability. They must empower
nations, not place them under

impossible debt burden. They must
promote trade, not strategic
competition. On these principles, we
are prepared to work with everyone.
India is doing its part, by itself and in
partnership with others like Japan, in
South Asia and Southeast Asia, in the
Indian Ocean, Africa, West Asia and
beyond. And, we are important stake-
holders in New Development Bank and
the Asian Infrastructure Investment
Bank.
Finally, all of this is possible, if we do

not return to the age of great power
rivalries. I have said this before: Asia of
rivalry will hold us all back. Asia of
cooperation will shape this century. So,
each nation must ask itself: Are its
choices building a more united world,
or forcing new divisions? It is a
responsibility that both existing and
rising powers have. Competition is
normal. But, contests must not turn
into conflict; differences must not be
allowed to become disputes.
Distinguished members of the
audience, it is normal to have
partnerships on the basis of shared
values and interests. India, too, has
many in the region and beyond. We will
work with them, individually or in
formats of three or more, for a stable
and peaceful region. But, our
friendships are not alliances of
containment. We choose the side of
principles and values, of peace and
progress, not one side of a divide or the
other. Our relationships across the
world speak for our position.
And, when we can work together, we

will be able to meet the real challenges of
our times. We will be able to protect our
planet. We will be able to ensure non-
proliferation We will be able to secure
our people from terrorism and cyber
threats. 
In conclusion, let me say this again:

India’s own engagement in the Indo-
Pacific Region, from the shores of Africa
to that of the Americas, will be inclusive.
We are inheritors of Vedanta philosophy
that believes in essential oneness of all,
and celebrates unity in diversity.

एकमसयम,वबहुदावदं=त (Truth is one, the

learned speak of it in many ways). That is
the foundation of our civilisational ethos
— of pluralism, co-existence, openness
and dialogue. The ideals of democracy
that define us as a nation also shape the
way we engage the world. So, it
translates into five S in Hindi:

समान (respect);
सवाद (dialogue); 
सयोग (cooperation), 
शां=त (peace),and
समध (prosperity). 
It’s easy to learn these words! So, we

will engage with the world in peace, with
respect, through dialogue and absolute
commitment to international law. 
We will promote a democratic and

rules-based international order, in
which all nations, small and large, thrive
as equal and sovereign We will work with
others to keep our seas, space and
airways free and open; our nations
secure from terrorism; and our cyber
space free from disruption and conflict.
We will keep our economy open and our
engagement transparent. We will share
our resources, markets and prosperity
with our friends and partners. We will
seek a sustainable future for our planet,
as through the new International Solar
Alliance together with France and other
partners. 
This is how we wish ourselves and our

partners to proceed in this vast region
and beyond. The ancient wisdom of the
region is our common heritage. Lord
Buddha’s message of peace and
compassion has connected us all.
Together, we have contributed much to
human civilisation. And, we have been
through the devastation of war and the
hope of peace. We have seen the limits of
power. And, we have seen the fruits of
cooperation. 
This world is at a crossroad There are

temptations of the worst lessons of
history. But, there is also a path of
wisdom. It summons us to a higher
purpose: to rise above a narrow view of
our interests and recognise that each of
us can serve our interests better when
we work together as equals in the larger
good of all nations. I am here to urge all
to take that path.
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The intrinsic need to protect its people has catapulted India’s Homeland Security sector into
unprecedented growth. The Homeland Security market comprises capital spend from central and state
governments, private sector and some part of export demand. Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi’s push
for domestic manufacturing of defence equipment including homeland security equipment under his
‘Make in India’campaign has tremendously aided this growth.
A significant market opportunity exists in several domains comprising of the larger Homeland Security

sector such as police modernisation, critical infrastructure protection and counter-terrorism activities.
Rise in terrorist activities, growing crime rates, data thefts, remote monitoring, growth of public
infrastructure, increasing IT spending, government initiatives and increasing security spending are
boosting demand for the security systems market in India. 

In Budget 2018-19, the Home Ministry received a total
allocation of Rs 11,048.28 crore for 2018-19, 4.3% more than Rs
10,596.9 crore for revised estimates of 2017-18. 

THE INDIAN HOMELAND
SECURITY INDUSTRY

MARKET OPPORTUNITIES OF $2.73 BN IN 2018-19

Analysis of Homeland Security Budget allocation of the Central Government 

Capital Outlay on Policing by the Ministry of
Home Affairs
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HOMELAND SECURITY

Figures are in `Crores and taken from Budget Documents from Central and State Governments

Ankit Gupta

Capital Outlay for Indian Coast Guard

The provision of budget estimates of ₹1580.6 crores for 2018-19
is for Induction of Hi-tech Surveillance on Indo-Bangladesh
and Indo-Pak border, for setting up of mobile check posts in
coastal areas, erection of barbed wire fencing, construction of
roads, construction of O.P. Tower, installation of flood lighting
etc., and, construction of Border Out Posts.

The provision of `2700 crores for 2018-19 is for capital
expenditure by Indian Coast Guard.

Capital Outlay for Border Infrastructure and
Management
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Capital Expenditure of Central Armed Police Forces (CRPF, NSG, BSF, ITBP, CISF, AF & SSB) 
& Central Paramilitary Force (AR)

BSF Air Wing, Aircrafts, River Boats and Helibase

HOMELAND SECURITY
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For capital expenditure by the Central
Armed Police Forces (CAPFs), the
Home Ministry’s budgetary provisions
have been pegged at `1274 crores for
the next financial year, a hike of 14.2%
over revised estimates of 2017-18, with
a special emphasis on procuring
Machinery, Equipments and Motor
Vehicles. 

`175.1 crore has been allocated to
Border Security Force (BSF) for
procurement and maintenance of
Aircrafts, Water boats and Helicopters.

Capital Expenditure for Criminology & Forensic Science

The Home Ministry has made a
provision of `19.5 crores in the next
financial year for the modernisation of
central forensic science laboratories
with emphasis on human resources
development and R&D schemes, and,
establishment of regional forensic
laboratories and DNA centres.

Capital Expenditure by Delhi Police Delhi Police, which maintains law and
order in the national capital, has been
allocated `154.7 crores for developing
traffic and communication network in
NCR Mega Cities and model traffic
system, upgradation or expansion of
communication infrastructure,
upgradation of training, and,
induction of latest technology and
installation of traffic signals, etc.
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Expenditure on Modernisation of State Police Forces by the Ministry of Home Affairs

For the modernisation of police force, an amount of `897.3 crore has been earmarked. This item contains provision for the
Schemes Modernisation of State Police Force, assistance to States for Special Projects/Schemes for upgrading Police
infrastructure, Crime and Criminal Tracking Network and Systems and e-Prison. In addition, `2260 crore have been allocated for
the Security Related Expenditure (SRE) for Left Wing Extremism (LWE) affected areas. This item contains provision for the
schemes of Security Related Expenditure (SRE), special infrastructure scheme & special central assistance to 35 worst affected
districts in the Left-Wing Extremist (LWE) affected areas, assistance to central agencies for LWE management, civic action
programmes, media plan activities in various states

Capital outlay on policing is highest for Telangana followed by
Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh and Tamil Nadu.

Analysis of Homeland Security Budget allocation
of the State Governments

Capital Outlay on Police by State Governments
for 2018-19
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HOMELAND SECURITY

Police Modernisation: Key Highlights from
State Budget Speeches

Andhra Pradesh
• Modernisation of Police and Other forces ~ `173.3 crore
• Andhra Pradesh Forensic Science Laboratory ~ `130 crore
• Nation-wide Emergency Response System (NERS) ~ `76.4
crore
• Modernisation of Fire and Emergency Services ~ `26.3 crore
• Police Communications and Computer Services ~ `20 crore
• Capital expenditure by State Intelligence Department ~ `10.39
crore

Arunachal Pradesh
• Creating security infrastructure in the TCL region ~ `156 crore
• First Phase of ‘Dial 112’ ~ `4.5 crore
• Fleet of PCR vehicles, motor bikes, Traffic Lights and Wireless
sets & City surveillance  system with CCTV ~ `2 crore
• Purchase of modern fire tenders ~ `5 crore 

Assam
• Setting up of SMART Police Stations ~ `100 crore
• Strengthen Border Vigilance ~ `25 crore
• Setting up Cyber Crime Police Stations ~ 35 Nos.
• Planning to set up Forensic Science Institute in the Directorate
of Forensic Science, Assam

Goa
• Motor vehicles for Coastal Security Police ~ `10 crore
• Modernisation of Police Force (P)~ `5 crore
• Modernisation of Police Force (Highway Petrol)~ `2 crore

Gujarat
• Strengthen police administration and Forensic Science
administration under Police Modernisation Scheme ~ `67
crore
• Installation of CCTV cameras under Safe and Secure Gujarat
Scheme ~ `102 crore
• Start four new cybercrime police stations at Surat, Vadodara,
Rajkot and Mehsana ~ `1 crore

Haryana
• Launch of a flagship programme ‘Haryana 100’ ~ `153
croreand operational cost ~ `40 crore 

Karnataka
• Capital expenses other than housing, construction of building
etc. ~ `231.4 crore 

Kerala
• IT based systems. ~ `20 crore
• Modernisation of Vigilance Department. ~ `10 crore

Madhya Pradesh
• Security of big cities and sensitive places ~ `147 crore

• Modernisation of Police Force ~ ₹ 84 crore
• Infrastructure development of Police Station for Mahila Police
Force ~ `40 crore

Mizoram
• Arms & Ammunition `1 crore

Rajasthan
• New 210 vehicles to police force-exp. of ~ `7.10 lac
• Establishment of the Sardar Patel Global Centre for Security,
Counter Terrorism and Anti-Insurgency ~ `91.66 crores

Conclusion
The rising number of terror attacks, ethnic conflicts,
insurgencies, partisan politics in countries has led the
governments to realise the value and need for detection and
protection monitoring devices, as well as the importance of
bringing together the various state-led agencies that manage
various aspects of domestic security. This has resulted in
increased demand for security systems including explosive
detection systems, body screening systems, and baggage
screening systems.

The increase in FDI in defence provides huge opportunity to
vendors for developing internal and cyber security solutions. In
2015 FDI cap in defence through automatic route has been
raised to 49%. Deals involving FDI beyond 49% are subject to
approval by the Government of India, where access to modern
technologies is involved. Other factors such as increase in
demand for security solutions by Indian businesses,
Technological innovations and decline of prices of security
solutions etc. are contributing to the growth of Indian
Homeland Security market.

Central and State Governments intend to leverage the
capabilities of the private sector to meet the needs in homeland
security for Safe City Surveillance, Border Infiltration, Counter
Terrorism, Police Modernisation, Intelligence, Critical
Infrastructure, Maritime Security etc. There is a business
opportunity of 2.7 bn USD approx. in this sector. Capital
Expenditure by the Ministry of Home Affairs for Policing in
2018-19 is estimated at `11048.19 crores ( 1.7 bn USD ) which is
4.3% higher than last year's capital expenditure. Capital
Expenditure by the State Governments for policing in 2018-19 is
estimated at ₹ 11048.19 crores (1.03 bn USD).

Ankit Gupta is currently working as Senior Assistant Director in
'Homeland Security' sector of FICCI. In his current role, he is
looking at bridging the gap between policing and technology.
He isworking on various issues like Policy for UAVs/ Drones,

SMART Policing, Police Modernisation, Smart Border
Management, Cyber Crime Management and issues in the

public procurement policy.He has created the first ever SMART
Policing Awards in this country. Views expressed above are the
author’s own. The data in this article has been referred from
Budget Documents from Central and State Governments.
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Army marches on its stomach, but needs
an uninterrupted supply of small arms
and ammunition to fight. Besides the
army, seven para-military organisations,
and innumerable state police forces, as
also military Special Forces and in the
states, have to be equipped. Some two
million pieces, ranging from 5.56mm to
12mm, and hundreds of thousands of
tons of matching ammunition, are
required every year by all armed forces in
the country. The Ordnance Factory Board
(OFB) seems incapable of meeting this
demand or satisfying its customers in
terms of product quality (INSAS 5.56mm
rifle) or quantity.

Frustrated armed services,
paramilitary units, and Special Forces
have learned to buy weapons of their
choice to supposedly meet time-critical
needs by importing them in small
enough tranches at high prices to avoid
censure. It has multiplied hard currency
expenditures and logistics headaches
owing to the sheer diversity of weapons,
and highlighted the absence of a
reasonable national small arms policy.

The defence public sector (DPS) is
beyond repair. According to a Niti Aayog
study, the value produced per worker in
ordnance factories is a meagre Rs. 6 lakhs
versus the minimum of Rs. 40-50 lakhs in
value that is required to be produced per
employee to make even a micro, small,
and medium enterprise financially
viable. A far reaching solution has been
bruited about within the Ministry of
Defence (MOD) ever since the previous
defence minister Manohar Parrikar was
briefed about a unique ‘strategic partner’
model stressing economies of scale to
drive the flagship ‘Make in India’
programme and to generate millions 
of jobs.

Per this model, the partner-company

is selected on the basis of its versatile
portfolio to manufacture not just one
kind of weapon, hardware, or piece of
military equipment but the entire family
of weaponry and systems. Such schemes
would cover the gamut of military use
items, where the country is deficient. The
selected foreign company would be
helped to secure land and the basics
(power, water, etc.), but would be free to
choose its Indian collaborator — a
private company or DPS unit — and to
run its business as it sees fit without any
Indian government interference, and to
export what it produces after meeting the
country’s requirements; in other words,
to make India a global manufacturing
hub.

In the small arms field India’s
estimated demand in the next five years
will be for eight million assault rifles
worth a billion dollars with the strategic
partner expected to manufacture the full
panoply of automatic and semi-

automatic assault rifles, sniper rifles,
pistols, carbines, sub-machine guns, and
light machine guns. The 2016 Arms Act
now permits Indian private sector
involvement. There are four principal
non-US sources — the German company
Heckler and Koch (HK), the Belgian
corporation Fabrique Nationale Herstal
(FN), the Israeli Weapons Industries (IWI)
and Rosoboron export representing the
Russian Kalashnikov systems.

HK has decided not to sell its wares to
corrupt, undemocratic, non-NATO
countries, including India (with a recent
order by the Border Security Force being
turned down). FN is ruled out because it
owns the American arms-making
companies, Browning and the firm that
once produced Winchester repeater rifles
and,inthe context of the 2018 Countering
Adversaries of America Through
Sanctions Act, is susceptible to American
pressure. IWI got a drop on the
competition by first tying up with OFB to
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produce the ‘Zittara’ assault rifle, which
was rejected by the army. Having learned
its lesson, it next tied up with Punj-Lloyd
to locally produce its X-95 Tavor family of
weapons and has fared better.

But because the requirements for
small arms and ammo are large and
recurring, the country should ensure
competition by also selecting, if
belatedly, the Kalashnikov Concern as a
second strategic partner to produce its
range of weapons based on the
‘Avtomatni Kalashnikova’ (AK) series of
weapons, famed for their ruggedness,

ease of operation, and low cost of
production, for local use and for exports.
This strategic partner model can be
applied to the production of ammunition
too. Commonality in arms and ammo
should lead to shared armouries and
logistics system for all forces – military,
paramilitary, and police, and to the more
economical use of the Indian national
security rupee.

This solution has not found traction
because the government is keen on
diversifying sources of arms supply. The
real reason is that procurement is

zealously protected turf for all
organisations and ministries. More
frequent tenders and acquisitions deals
mean greater opportunity for more
people in the decision loops to make
money. Fully indigenising supply sources
will end this nefarious business. Who
wants that?

Bharat Karnad is a Research Professor
in National Security Studies at the

Centre for Policy Research, New Delhi. A
version of this article was first published
in the Hindustan Times, June 14, 2018.
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The process for
s e l e c t i n g
officers for the
Indian Armed
Forces has
e v o l v e d
considerably
over the years.
We are now at a
stage where the
m u l t i p l e

modes of entry may be divided into four
broad classes. The three that offer a
Permanent Commission (PC) are the
cadet entry scheme for 10+2 students,
graduate/university entry scheme for
graduates and commission worthy
scheme which offers an opportunity for
promising soldiers, sailors and airmen to
join the officer cadre. The last of the four
is the Short Service Commission (SSC)
scheme which essentially caters for
commissioned service of ten years, which
may be extended to 14. In a few cases,
officers under this scheme may be
granted a permanent commission. These
numbers are steadily increasing
primarily due to growing recourse to
judicial intervention. On completion of
their mandatory service SSC officers
retire without a pension and are entitled
to limited ex-serviceman benefits.

With a view to reduce the pension
budget of the armed forces as well as to
increase the promotion potential of
permanent commission officers, the
services have endeavoured to increase the
proportion of SSC officers. Targets set
have yet to be met and the induction
agencies are hard pressed trying to find
the talent to meet the growing service
demands under this category. While there
are many aspirants, the ones that fit the
bill are difficult to find as often, young
boys and girls with the requisite skills do
not find this avenue of joining the armed
forces attractive enough when compared
against their PC brethren. Fully in the

know that even if they desire and prove
that they are worthy of continued service,
their careers are likely to be truncated is a
strong disincentive. This is particularly
true after the One Rank One Pay (OROP)
resolution as well as the seventh pay
commission wherein pensionary benefits
have been enhanced substantially.

On the other side of the house, there
are several talented young people who
find the word ‘permanent’ with its
implied 20 plus years of unbroken service
too daunting to accept. Today’s youth
lives in a world of increasing choice, a
prerequisite of which is being given the
opportunity to bail out should a career
choice not meet up to ones expectations.
Another pitfall of PC is that having passed
one Union Public Service Commission
(UPSC) exam and the associated Service
Selection Board (SSB), one is assured of a
salary/ pension for life, irrespective of
performance with the odd exception of
having committed a major transgression.
There is therefore a tendency amongst
some to game the system and sail along
with minimal contribution. As a
consequence of the reasons mentioned
above, we in the armed forces are
haemorrhaging on multiple counts,
which can be traced to the suboptimal in
the way in which are induction schemes
are configured.

Is there a way to address the issues
raised above? A recommended solution
is to dispense with PC at the entry level
and have SSC as the only avenue. At a
certain stage in service, let’s say eight or
ten years; officers may be given an
opportunity to opt for PC. From amongst
those who opt, selection could be made
based on service requirements and
demonstrated performance. Only those
selected will go on to serve till
pensionable service and beyond.

What would be the plus side of such an
arrangement? There are potentially many.
Firstly, it would be administratively much

more convenient as in essence, there
would be only one scheme for entry into
the services with a few nuanced
differences. As entry would still be at
either the 10+2 or graduate levels, there
could be a difference between the
mandatory service requirements between
the two; say 10 or 12 years for 10+2 and 12
0r 14 years for university graduates. This
would cater for the increased investment
being made in those who join our
academies after 10+2.

Secondly, a shorter commitment at the
entry level backed by a clear
understanding that there exists a level
playing field for all officers, should
encourage talented youth to join the
services. If the challenges posed do not
meet up to their expectations, they are at
liberty to leave having completed their
mandatory service. An attractive
severance package including an
opportunity to tailor skills to meet the
requirements of the job market by
attending a robust resettlement course
would make this option palatable. Those
who opt to stay do so with a much greater
degree of surety as at this stage there are
no hidden surprises. Their commitment
levels are therefore likely to be much
higher.

Thirdly, the era of free lunches will
come to an end. There is no doubt that
PC with its self-contained assurance of
long-term employment and lifetime
pension is a major attraction. No longer
will those who passed the UPSC exam at
an early stage of their life have a free run.
As also, no longer will we lose talent from
the ranks of extremely capable SSC
officers with great potential simply
because we don’t have any avenue to
hold on to them. The mantra for
retention would be ‘demonstrated
performance’. If you desire to stay, you
have to prove you are worthy of it.

Lastly, from an HR perspective,
management of the officer cadre will

WHY HAVE PERMANENT
COMMISSION AT ENTRY LEVEL?
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become much easier. It is difficult to
predict what the manpower requirements
would be to fill middle and senior level
positions in each cadre/sub-cadre at the
time of induction. However, eight or ten
years downstream, there is more clarity
on these numbers. Hence, the number of
vacancies on offer in each cadre/sub-
cadre could be a powerful tool to ensure
that there is the maximum possible
alignment between cadre requirements
and officers available. This would
substantially reduce problems related to
over/under subscription in cadres/sub-
cadres. It would also result in the evening
out of promotion potential for senior
ranks in all branches thereby considerably
reducing the heartburn that flares up
from time to time.

What could be the possible down side
if this suggestion were to be
implemented? The first is that lacking an
assurance of permanent employment at
the entry level, we may lose out on talent.
This to my mind stems from ingrained
insecurity. Which sought after corporate
job today offers you an assurance of
permanent employment? Yet we find a
large number of talented people willing to
accept the uncertainty and pursue a
career with such entities. The services
have a lot to offer. Apart from a handsome
salary package and arguably
unmatchable perks, it provides the young
unique opportunities at character
building and acquiring skills which are
highly valued in any setting. It encourages
you to learn the art of camaraderie and
team building under settings that cannot
be replicated anywhere. A universal and
classless entry scheme will only
encourage more people to take the
plunge and sign up for a career in the
armed forces.

A second possible fear is what would
happen if the vast majority choose to
leave after completing their mandatory
service. Here too, I suspect that the fears
are overblown. Permanent commission
with the associated pensionary benefits
is a very attractive proposition that many
if not most would not like to lose out on.
The comparison with enlisted personnel
where the majority opt to retire after their
initial engagement is not an apple-to-
apple comparison as they do so with full
pension. In any event, if we lose talent in
large numbers, possibly in a few sub-

cadres, then it will force us to do some
introspection and soul-searching to
address the root causes of the exodus.
Like many other armed forces in the
world, we may like to consider giving
attractive retention bonuses to sweeten
the deal of continued service. A third
possible argument by naysayers could be
that when all other government services
are offering permanent employment at
the entry level, why should we deny
ourselves this benefit? Well, we in the
armed forces are unique wherein we have
a SSC scheme. We expect the
commitment of officers who join under
this scheme to be as high as those of PC
officers. We do not make any distinction
in their employability, be it in combat or
otherwise. Then why should we make a
distinction in their promotion prospects
and service conditions? Insofar as the
pension budget is concerned,
implementation of this recommendation
would be cost neutral as the total number
of officers accorded pension would
remain unchanged. The only distinction
would be that the ranks of pensioners will
be filled by those with a proven track
record.

A final argument could be that every
service wants, fully trained, regular
officers, with a long-term commitment to
form its core. Other types of entries are
essential to supplement this core. The
answer to this is that the core will
continue to exist as PC officers will come
from the ranks of the SSC and will bring
along with them all the experience they
have gained during the initial 12 to 14
years of their service. The only difference
from the way we are currently structured
will be that those who constitute the core
will not be decided at the entry level,
when little is known about the mettle and
makeup of a trainee officer, but after
he/she has finished at least eight years of
service. At this stage, there is adequate
clarity on the personality and attributes of
the officer to make an informed decision
on his/her suitability for retention. In
essence we are just delaying the decision
as to who forms the core to a time when
we can ensure that its ranks are filled by
officers with proven capability.

We will not be unique in implementing
such a measure. In most nations of the
world, a commitment to serve for at least
20 years would be viewed as a strong

disincentive and would severely throttle
induction. It is therefore not uncommon
for the initial period of committed service
to lie between five to ten years. As a
general rule, the larger the investment
made in training, the greater is the period
of commitment. Specialised arms such as
aviation, submarines and special
operations amongst others typically
demand longer periods of assured
service, but even then, it rarely exceeds
eight to ten years. Continued service
beyond that is driven by choice and
service requirements.

Adopting a universal induction system
grounded on a hundred percent SSC force
at the entry level would reinforce a sense
of fairness in our system that we currently
lack. It will help in dissipating the caste
system which has crept into our services
wherein all officers are equal but PC
officers are more equal than others. The
perception that SSC officers are there to
fill in the base of the pyramid so as to give
PC officers a free run towards the apex
would end. It would create a climate that
is much more conducive to building a
strong sense of camaraderie, particularly
amongst young officers. It would bring in
a sense of meritocracy and encourage all
officers to perform to their peak potential
as long as they serve. It would be cost
neutral and in no way would enhance the
revenue budget. Fears of either throttling
the flow of volunteers or perpetuating a
mass exodus are overblown and stem
from unfounded insecurities. It would
revolutionise the management of the
officer cadre in the armed forces with
wide-ranging benefits to the organisation
as well as the individual. With time, we
could dispense with the term ‘Short
Service’ as it will always carry baggage and
replace it with a fresh term like ‘Initial
Commissioned Service’ or something
akin to it. This proposal deserves to be
examined in detail and not shot down by
naysayers steeped in the perpetuation of
the status quo unless there are clinching
arguments to do so!

Rear Admiral Monty Khanna, AVSM, NM
is an alumnus of the National Defence

Academy, Khadakwasla, Defence Services
Staff College, Wellington, College of Naval
Warfare, Mumbai and Naval War College,

USA. He is presently Chief Instructor (Navy),
DSSC Wellington. This article was first
published by CENJOWS, as SYNODOS
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In the many conflict situations the Indian
Army has been faced with since
independence, be it countering
insurgencies and terrorism or
conventional conflict with its two
inimical neighbours, the stupendous
performance of the Army’s officer cadre
has always been beyond compare. Much
credit for this off course goes to the
Army’s training institutions, the National
Defence Academy (NDA) and the Indian
Military Academy (IMA). The NDA
provides an opportunity for a career in
the Army as an officer, from the time one
leaves school, having cleared class XII.
The three year training period also gives a
good academic grounding, the passing
out cadets being given a college degree.
Thereafter, they do a further one year
training stint at the IMA, before being

commissioned as officers in the Army.
The IMA also has entrants who may join
after completing a three year degree
course. They are trained for two years
before getting their Commission. In
addition, men from the ranks who
qualify to get a commission are trained at
the Army Cadet College (ACC) for three
years and for a further one year at the
IMA. These three streams of entry form
the bulk of the permanent commission
officers in the Army and form its regular
cadre.

The Short Service Commission was
designed as a support entry to augment
the officer cadre at the base level and was
accordingly designated as the support
cadre. Generally, about 800 officers pass
out from IMA every year who are given
permanent commission and about 500

officers pass out yearly from the Officers
Training Academy (OTA), who are given
Short Service Commission after a one
year training period. Entry to the OTA is
also after obtaining a college degree. To
make up for the officer shortage, most of
these officers are subsequently also
granted permanent commission.

There has been a great deal of
churning within the Army fraternity, on
how best to restructure the officer cadre.
This is because of the limited promotion
opportunities available within the
system. That is a functional requirement
as the military is a hierarchical
organisation. As we go up the promotion
chain, the number of vacancies available
for promotion keep getting drastically
reduced. In fact, even in the very first
promotion board to the selection grade

NEED STRUCTURING BUT 
STICK TO THE BASICS
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rank of Colonel (promotion up to Lt Col
is time scale), over fifty percent of the
regular cadre get eliminated for
promotion. As the  board for promotion
to rank of Colonel is held for Lt Cols who
are in the service bracket of 15 to 20
years, those who do not make the grade
are destined for life in the same rank till
they superannuate, though off course,
they will get the time scale rank of
Colonel after completing 24 years of
service. This is particularly galling to the
officers who have been superseded as
they are very well trained and capable,
yet are unable to tend the higher ranks
due to lack of availability of vacancies.

A lot has been written and spoken on
the need to rectify this anomaly. After all,
the cadets who join the NDA, as also
those who are direct entry entrants to the
IMA are a select lot who have come into
the system after a particularly stiff
written exam and a rigorous interview,
encompassing a test of psychological
traits, leadership abilities and officer like
qualities spread over five days. For the
NDA entrants, after a three year training
period at the Academy which is
considered to be the very best in the
world, a further one year spent in the
IMA, and also the numerous courses that
the officer is made to do in the initial
years off his service, it is absurd to write
of half of such officers in the very first
selection board itself. That also goes for
the Direct Entry entrants to the IMA. But
that is the system, and perhaps the time
has come to see how best the nation’s
human resources can be managed. The
focus so far has been on  looking at the
support cadre and seeing how it can be
enhanced. Rear Admiral Monty Khanna
has broken away from this line of
thinking and offered a different concept.
In his proposal, all the officers
commissioned from the various
academies should be considered ab
initio for Short Service Commission only.
Thereafter, those who wish to opt out of
the Service may do so. Of the remaining,
only the numbers required should be
retained and those not retained must be
provided with attractive second career
options.

On the face of it, this looks to be a
workable proposition, but the devil lies in
some of the assumptions made by the
Admiral and also in the details of its
implementation. One of the assumptions
made is that there are several talented
young men who find the word
‘permanent’ with its implied 20 years of
unbroken service, too daunting to
accept. This may be so, but the numbers
are miniscule. No survey per se has been
carried out of this hypothesis, but in my
own interaction with hundreds of young
officers over the years, the number who
wanted to leave after completing just five
to ten years of service could be counted
on ones fingers. Those who want to serve
for a short duration already have an
opportunity to do so through the SSC
and so this argument holds little water.

Another questionable assumption is
that having passed one Union Public
Service Commission (UPSC) exam and
the associated Service Selection Board
(SSB), one is assured of a salary/pension
for life, irrespective of performance with
the odd exception of having committed a
major transgression. There is therefore a
tendency amongst some to game the
system and sail along with minimal
contribution. This assumption once
again is not factual. In the Army, the level
of motivation upto the first selection
board is very high. That takes care of the
first 15 to 20 years of an officer’s career.
There is a desire to rise in rank in stature,
which is but natural. There is always an
element of ambition and a desire to
prove oneself in any organisation and the
military is no different. On the contrary,
the military exhibits far more ambition
and selfless service than any other
organisation. Yes, when an officer is
superseded, he does express anguish and
may be down for a short period of time,
but he rebounds thereafter and
continues to serve with dedication,
barring an odd exception. To consider
such officers as performing sub
optimally, is both unfair and unjust.

A major drawback of what has been
suggested by Admiral Khanna is the
impact such a policy is likely to have on
the officer cadre. The exceptionally high

levels of motivation of Indian Army
officers are presaged on the fact that such
officers look upon themselves as a cut
above the rest. The unit ethos is built
around a permanent structure, with the
officers maintaining their loyalty and
fidelity to their units, regiments and the
Army, well after retirement—indeed up
to the time they draw their final breath.
We may actually erode the very edifice on
which our Army has been built, by
resorting to such a measure.

What then should be done. There is a
requirement to improve the career
prospects of the regular cadre, but this
cannot be done by a cadre review alone.
The step taken by the government to
increase the intake of SSC officers is a
welcome step, but it should go a step
further in creating adequate scope for a
second career after an officer has given
ten to fifteen years of his youth to the
service of his country. That remains the
Achilles heel till date. For the regular
cadre, let us not put a blanket ban on
officers seeking premature retirement.
Rather, the terms of Service should be
amended to give officers from the NDA
and IMA an opportunity to leave the
Service after completion of 15 years
service. There also needs to be a greater
intake of officers from within the ranks.
The present system of taking officers in
the ACC and also in the Special List needs
to be done away with and a single point
of entry created for the ranks, who must
have a graduate degree, and who must
have served for a minimum of 15 years in
the ranks. This entry could constitute
about 20 percent of the total officer
strength.

The decisions makers would do well
to remember that there is no shortage of
officers in the Army. There is a shortage
only at the level of the young officers,
below 14 years service. This is the
deficiency that must be made good
through the support cadre and through
the ACC. Great pragmatism is called for,
as also of shedding old ideas and
shibboleths. Admiral Khanna’s views
must hence be considered and debated,
so that we can get the best bang for the
buck.
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India’s influence in South Asia is largely
due to its geography, comparative
economic might and historical and
cultural relevance to the region. That
influence is currently under strain,
largely due to China’s Belt and Road
Initiative (BRI), led by President Xi
Jinping. The BRI is meant to strengthen
Chinese position in six continental and
maritime areas, including in South Asia
and the Indian Ocean with a view to
assert China's leadership in the longer
term through capturing strategic
communications, creating dependencies
and marginalising India.
While China’s history of involvement

in South Asia is of fairly recent origin, it
has had long-standing ties with Pakistan,
which go back over five decades. The
China-Pakistan nexus reflects a unique
strategic logic, with the relationship
being touted as ‘higher then the
mountains, deeper than the oceans’, to
which has recently been added the
epithet ‘sweeter than honey’. Since the
turn of the century, China has
strengthened its relations with other
South Asian countries as well, forging
strong economic ties through trade,
diplomacy, aid and investment with
many of the projects being pursued
under sovereign agreements. Its
economic diplomacy has also been
accompanied by an expanded strategic
cooperation with India’s neighbours
which is a cause of concern to India as
are China’s double standards on issues of
terrorism and extremism.
China’s economic growth over the last

three decades has been phenomenal,
with its GDP Annual Growth Rate from
1989 until 2018 averaging 9.63 percent.
Its dependancy on energy and resource

supplies from the Middle East and Africa,
which in turn are transported through
the Indian Ocean was the logic for China
to increase its presence in the Indian
Ocean littoral. China’s development of
maritime facilities in Gwadar in Pakistan,
as also in Sri Lanka, Bangladesh and
Myanmar, has been viewed by India as an
attempt to encircle India by what is
known as China’s ‘string of pearls’
strategy. Beijing has developed
Hambantota port in Sri Lanka, built a
container port facility in Chittagong in
Bangladesh and is building roads, dams
and pipelines in Myanmar.
China’s economic growth being

dependant on its freedom of navigation
through the Indian Ocean leaves it little
option but to build capability to secure
its corridors of prosperity and progress.
South Asia also provides the pivot to
China that can guarantee it to continue
to fuel its industries. With the US decision
in 2011 to expand and intensify its role in
the Asia Pacific, the strategic rivalry
between Washington and Beijing in the
Indian Ocean Region (IOR) will further
intensify. The Indian Ocean is thus an
area where China could potentially be on
a collision course with India and the
US.This explains the Chinese focus on
expanding its reach in the IOR.
In matters of trade, the South Asian

Region remains one of the least
economically integrated. The SAARC
initiative has floundered, largely because
of hostility between India and Pakistan.
Most SAARC countries rely heavily on
developed nations as export
destinations, and increasingly import
from China. Chinese engagement in the
region, largely through the BRI, is thus set
to promote Asian connectivity on

Chinese terms. China has emerged as a
top exporter of goods to the region,
including to India, breaking into South
Asian markets with its export-led growth
strategy. As early as 2005, China overtook
India as Bangladesh’s top trading partner.
Chinese exports to Sri Lanka are close to
Indian export levels and Chinese goods
have flooded Nepalese markets,
displacing Indian goods.
Indian response to China’s BRI has

been on expected lines. The China-
Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC),
which is an essential part of the BRI,
passes through Indian Territory
(presently under Pakistan’s occupation)
which India, obviously, will not
countenance. Some analysts are of the
view that it is in India’s economic interest
to support this Chinese initiative, but
they fail to state how India will benefit
from the same. It is not clear what
support the Chinese seek from India as
all the infrastructure projects are being
developed by Chinese companies. Are
the Chinese then only seeking India’s
approval and moral and political
support?
Much of the recent attention to

China’s growing footprint in South Asia
focuses on its development assistance
and government investment programs,
particularly for large infrastructure
projects. Between 2012 and 2015, China
disbursed almost USD 2.5 billion of loans
to Sri Lanka, of which more than 75
percent came from the Export-Import
Bank of China. Sri Lanka’s inability to
service the loans has led to it being forced
to give the port of Hambantota to China
on a 99 year lease. This ability of China to
marshal its resources to achieve strategic
ends is thus a cause of concern. While the

GEO-STRATEGIC SHIFT 
IN SOUTH ASIA

Maj Gen Dhruv C Katoch
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Sri Lankan President Mr Srisena has
sought to allay Indian fears by stressing
that the port is for civilian use only and
will never be used for military purposes,
the potential for such use in future
cannot be ruled out. India is therefore
concerned that the smaller nations
which were traditionally India’s allies,
could drift towards China largely due to
Chinese money power and may become
victims of political manipulation by
China despite the fact that India has
cultural, religious and economic ties with
them that are difficult to break.
In Afghanistan, both India and China

share a common interest in Afghanistan’s
stability. Interests also overlap, such as in
the development of the Bangladesh-
China-India-Myanmar economic
corridor, opening up new opportunities
for constructive cooperation. Prime
Minister Narendra Modi has also
doubled down on his outreach across
South Asia, stressing on infrastructure
development, people-to-people
connectivity, and a “lift all boats”
approach to help India’s neighbours gain
from its own rise. However, with an
unresolved border and a contentious
history, India will  view China’s activities
in the South Asia neighbourhood warily.
In Southeast Asia, India’s “Act East”

policy aims to facilitate commerce,
culture, and connectivity. This area is also
in China’s focus, but the interests of the
two countries will likely be

complementary since the region’s
infrastructure needs are pressing and
require trillions of dollars in capital.
Greater connectivity will enable both
China and India to tap further into Asian
markets through trade and investment,
although India will be hard-pressed to
provide products as inexpensive and
plentiful as China can in the near term.
In the region’s west, China’s

connectivity plans have the potential to
help stabilise and strengthen
Afghanistan by opening up trade routes
and creating new economic
opportunities and linkages. Should the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, a
vision to link western China by road and
rail down to the Gwadar deep water port,
come to fruition in the near term, India
may find itself on the outside of a new
transformational supply chain in the
middle of the region. The CPEC however
is hostage to the internal security
situation in Pakistan, and the prognosis
for its success in the near term as of now
is debatable. Beijing’s infusion of
resources to create its Silk Road
Economic Belt will however position
China as a benefactor without parallel. It
is the major donor to the AIIB (capital
pool of $100 billion), and to the reserve
fund of the New Development Bank (the
“BRICS bank”), and on top of those
multinational institutions, has created its
own Silk Road Fund of $40 billion in
capital.

For India, it is important to continue
with renewed vigour on its Act East Policy
and on upgrading BIMSTEC. SAARC is
unlikely to yield any positive outcome,
but as the countries which comprise
BIMSTEC are by and large the same as
SAARC (BIMSTEC includes Myanmar
and Thailand and excludes Pakistan and
Maldives), renewing focus on BIMSTEC
makes great sense. The Chahbahar port
project and the Asia-Africa Growth
Corridor with Japan and Indonesia must
also be given a push. There is also a need
for India to take the lead role in
integrating South Asia and Southeast
Asia and become the magnet for these
regions. The concept of SAGAR (Security
And Growth for All in the Region) as
enunciated by Prime Minister Modi,
would also need to be given a fillip.
In terms of hard power, India must

continue with its effort in building its
maritime capabilities, strengthening the
Andaman and Nicobar Command and
on military to military contact with the
US, Japan and Australia. Raising of the
proposed strike corps must be
completed at the earliest, to signal India’s
intentions. Ultimately, India must
increase its economic and military
capability if it wishes to be a player in the
region and in world affairs.

Note: This article was written with
inputs from Prof Srinath Kondapalli and

Brig Narender Kumar, SM, VSM
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Perhaps there is no better way to
explain the ethos that a serviceman
lives and dies by than by relating the
story of Captain (IN) Mahendra Nath
Mulla, MVC. He was the Commanding
Officer of INS Khukhri during the 1971
Indo-Pak War. When his ship was
torpedoed by a Pakistani submarine,
the Captain chose to go down with the
ship, in an act of valour in the best
traditions of the Indian Navy. Below is
an article written by his daughter,
Ameeta Mulla Wattal, wondering why
he chose to go down with the ship.
Some years later, another Naval officer
wrote a letter to her, explaining in
words, an eternal truth: the sacredness
of the bond between an officer in the
Armed Forces and the men under his
command. Both the article and the
letter make one understand the psyche
of a warrior and the bonds that tie men
in battle.

The dark night of December 9, 1971, is
imprinted on my mind like a scar. Thirty-
nine years ago during India’s war with
Pakistan, two vintage anti-submarine
frigates that my father, the late Captain
Mahender Nath Mulla commanded,
were ordered to hunt and destroy a
Pakistani submarine lurking off the coast
of Diu. The operation was doomed from
the beginning. Like in Tennyson’s poem
“The Charge of the Light Brigade,” the
brave men went into the night as
commanded.
One of the two frigates was torpedoed

by the modern Pakistani submarine, the
PNS Hangor. the INS Khukri sank, taking

178 Indian naval ratings and 18 officers
including my father to their watery
graves. it was reported that the captain of
the ship showed extraordinary courage
during those last minutes of his life,
helping save as many of his men as he
could and not abandoning his vessel. He
went down with his ship, along with the
other brave soldiers. A Mahavir Chakra
was awarded to him posthumously.
I have often wondered what made

my father decide to go down with his
ship. Was it a quest for immortality
beyond death? Or was it an old naval
tradition? or did he make the choice
because he felt it was the right thing to
do? My sister and I had come home on
vacation before the war. the anti-aircraft
guns that lit up the night of December 5
in Bombay were, for us, a display of
fireworks. War and death were just fast-
moving images of action movies seen in
the security of the United Services Club
from where we could make an exit. This
innocence was torn apart on that
December night. the torpedo that struck
INS Khukri was not the screenplay of a
film. This real-life battle had no exits.
The news of the sinking of the Khukri
was brought home to my mother along
with weak assurances that the Captain
of the ship had been rescued. I recall
that my mother felt a hopeless despair
because she knew that her husband
would not put his own safety before the
safety of his men.
The period immediately after the war

was marked by euphoria and Indians
drank, in the words of Ramachandra
Guha, “the elixir ofvictory”. The loss of a

ship was collateral damage in the theatre
of war: An awkwardevent, perhaps best
forgotten, especially because the larger
war had been won. With the passage of
time my mother became involved with
the widows of the sailors. the Khukri
story repeats itself in different ways. It is
the grand narrative of national success
and the achievements of a few that
frequently submerge the narratives of
small folk who live their lives battling
unknown enemies and are often
deprived of little compensations.
Why is it that the voices of widows and

mothers of the “shahids” of Kargil or
Kashmir remain submerged like that ill-
fated frigate? Has our moral space
become so limited that those who have
been elected or selected to serve this
nation have no need for ethical
barometers? What a cruel joke it is when
these protectors create an “Adarsh”
(ideal) housing society on the
foundations of a Khukri Park. My battle
for life commenced after the 1971 War.
The sinking of the Khukri was my
leitmotif and I never transcended the
ideals that my father lived and died for. I
remember him telling me: “Never call
your best action a sacrifice. If one fights
for a cause, it is because one cannot live
with the way things are”.
His sacrifice influenced me to be a

teacher. It is a choice I have never
regretted. On that fateful night, he helped
as many sailors he could to the safety of
lifeboats. When he had done his duty he
took his decision to go down with his
ship. i suppose he saw himself as the
ship’s master, nurtured by his ideals. He

WHY THEY CHOSE TO GO 
DOWN WITH THE SHIP

Ameeta Mulla Wattal

The Story of Captain (IN) Mahendra Nath Mulla, MVC
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made the choice not because it was the
right thing to do, nor because it was
expected of him, but because knowing
him as I did, it was the only thing he
would do. He was the first Captain of
independent India’s Navy to go down
with his ship and hopefully the last.
One such man is enough to bring

honour to an entire nation for a lifetime.
Ameeta Mulla Wattal is Principal of

Springdales School, Pusa Road, New
Delhi and the daughter of the late
Captain Mahender Nath Mulla, MVC.

A Letter by Email 
Capt (IN) Allan Rodrigues (Retd)
23rd December 2010

Dear Ameeta Mulla Wattal,
I am an ex- Indian naval officer who left
the service honourably in 1994. I live in
New Zealand, and work in Australia and
New Zealand these days.This email
refers to an article you wrote some five
years ago very poignantly, on your father
the Late Captain Mulla, pondering why
he chose to go down with his ship.The
article obviously struck a chord with
many of your readers, and in the way of
the internet, travelled the world before it
entered my mail box a few days ago, via
a social network maintained by the 42nd
NDA and 51st IMA course.
I did not know your father personally,

but I feel I have always known him and
for what he stood for, all of my adult life.
I missed the fighting in 1971 as I was
cadet in the NDA at the time, and only
passed out and joined a warship at sea in
June 1972, six months after the war
ended. In the event I became an Anti
Submarine specialist and along the way, I
ended up commanding three warships
including INS Himgiri (also an anti
submarine frigate, although a more
modernised version of the original
Khukri). I retired after 20 years, joined
industry, and eventually moved across
the Pacific and the Tasman Sea to New
Zealand.
I only say this because it has some

context to the comments I make below,
on the decision by your father to go
down with his ship. In doing so I hope

to capture the circumstances (and,
perhaps, the greater purpose) of why
captains of warships in extreme
circumstances, take such drastic
actions that seem to lack purpose or
reason (particularly to the public at
large). I'm sure many naval officers of
senior rank and certainly more
qualified than me, may well have
commented at length after reading your
article.I just felt I might throw some
light on a take that has largely been
neglected. I know the pain never goes
away and I apologise for any anguish I
might give you in the process, but I do
believe that Captain Mulla did
something for the service that night,
that has not been either understood or
recognised, by both the navy, and the
public at large.
The Indian Navy of 1971 was a

different beast from the one we have
today. Little was known about Anti-
submarine warfare (ASW) at the time. We
commissioned our first submarine in
1968 in the then Soviet Union, and had
barely begun operating a fledgling
submarine arm by 1970. Pakistan by
contrast, had been operating submarines
since the early sixties. Ships like the
Khukri and Kirpan supposedly
specialised in ASW, formed the vanguard
in the fight against Pakistani submarines.
They had little in the way of operational
experience against submarines, and even
less knowledge about the ocean
environment.
The physics of detection can be

explained in simple non-technical terms
- the ‘Khukri’ had sonar; which was the
best we had at the time. It had a
maximum range (in laboratory
conditions) of only 1500 yards. We knew
little about the harsh nature of the
environment underwater. The seas in the
tropical waters off India’s coastline are
heated up in the morning and
afternoons, raising surface temperatures
to ambient levels. The worst effect is in
the afternoons. The laws of physics then
apply. They literally bend the sonar waves
downwards, severely limiting detection
range. Since deeper waters are ice cold,
there is meeting point of the warm

waters on the top and the cold waters
below. This meeting point is called the
layer; where the sonar beam bounces off
and is almost totally reflected upwards.
There is very little penetration below the
layer. These layers lie between 30 and 60
metres depth in tropical waters, and are
exploited by expert submariners who are
able to hide under it.
It took us another 15 years after the

war, all which I was professionally
involved with in one way or then other,
to fully understand the nature of anti-
submarine warfare, and to learn how to
work with the physical limitations
imposed by a hostile ocean underwater
environment.Submarines, on the other
hand, are not as handicapped, as they
do not need to transmit on their sonars
to detect a ship. Their engines are silent.
They can consequently listen out for a
warship and even identify a type of ship
and its signature from the sound of its
engines. Skilled submariners hide
beneath the layer and approach with
stealth. They only transmit at the last
possible moment when they need a
final range to fire their torpedoes.
Warships at sea in 1971 (and Captain

Mulla in particular) would have been
more than aware of these limitations.
They would have known two simple facts
(a) That a submarine at sea would

have already detected a surface ship long
before the ship had even reached any
kind of detection range;
(b) That even if the warship did detect

the submarine, it would be at the
penultimate moment, when the
submarine had already fired, (or was on
the verge of firing) its torpedoes, giving
the warship a few minutes at best, to take
avoiding action, let alone counterattack.
The Pak submarine that sank the

Khukri used its environment to
maximum advantage. In hindsight and
over the years, we developed better
sonars and better tactics. We employed
dedicated ASW aircraft with sonobuoys
and magnetic detectors, helicopters
with dunking sonars, and yes we spent a
lot of time learning the harsh facts of the
ocean environment we were forced to
operate in.
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This is the context in which ships put
to sea in 1971, against an adversary who
was well-versed in using submarines to
maximum advantage. Our own ASW
ships had little in the way of riposte or as
much experience we would have liked to
have had before the war of fighting
submarines.In the event every sailor at
sea recognises a moment of truth, when
all of his training and skills are put to the
ultimate test. It is the moment when the
ship beats "to quarters" and goes into
action against an enemy in sight, or an
enemy that has been detected.
Khukri and Kirpan were operating in

submarine infested waters. The ship
would have gone to "action stations"
against a submarine many times over, in
the days and nights preceding the
sinking of the Khukri, sometimes for
genuine reasons, sometimes for false
alarms. All of this would have exhausted
the crew and formed the fog of war; that
hindsight experts, armchair generals/
admirals and the public at large never
quite get.
Each time the crew of the Khukri beat

to quarters and battened down for
action, a clarion call would have been
broadcast on its tannoy;Hands to action
stations… assume first degree anti-
submarine readiness; assume damage
control state one condition 'Zulu'.
The crew of the Khukri would have

known fully level, that they were going
against a committed enemy, and that
the dice were loaded against them.Each
of them would have been wondering
whether they were going to come out of
the action alive or dead. This is an age
old fear that men have, and then learn
to conquer, when they go to sea and to
war. It is the nature of the beast. The
army and the air force face similar
issues, which they deal with in their
own inimitable way.
The people most at risk on board the

Khukri that night would have been its
technical departments; engineering and
electrical officers and sailors, closed up
at action stations in the bowels of the
ship three and four decks below the
waterline, keeping the engines and the
machinery running, so that their

captain could fight. Each of them knew
if a torpedo were to hit, it would do so
well above where they were located, and
that the chances of them surviving
would be a lot less than those sailors
who were fortunate to be located on the
upper decks, and above the waterline. It
takes a special kind of motivation to get
these men to go down into the bowels of
a fighting ship whilst in action against a
submarine. They do so each time out of
a sense of duty that the ship cannot fight
without them and mostly because they
recognise that one single unspoken
truth: That, their captain will not forsake
them; that their captain will not leave
them behind.
That is the crux of the why, and the

reason why Captains at sea honour this
unspoken agreement. Captain Mulla
would have known that many of his
boys were trapped (but yet alive) in the
bowels of his ship when it went down, in
the few minutes after the torpedoes hit.
He tried to help as many as he could, but
I suspect he could not bring himself to
save himself, whilst his boys were dying
down below. That he chose to go down is
a personal decision, perhaps even a
moral decision; but it was a decision
that set a standard that will save lives in
future actions. It forced all of us who
came after him, and who were
privileged to command men in peace
and war, to recognise that undeniable
and unspoken bond between fighting
men; that you fight your ship against an
enemy (or the ocean in a storm), with
what you have, and to the best of your
ability, and that come what may, you
never forsake your troops or leave a man
under your command, behind you.
What Captain Mulla did that fateful

day has had an enormous and positive
impact on the service he loved and on
the men who continue to serve it to this
day. It reminds every one of us chosen to
command of the qualities of leadership
needed under duress, and of the
ultimate responsibility we have to the
families of the men we command:You
never forsake your men; You never leave
a man behind.
I know that this hardly helps when

trying to explain all of this to the family of
a Captain who makes the ultimate
sacrifice. Nor does it assuage the grief of a
young girl trying to understand why her
father chose to voluntarily die, rather
than save himself. For a fledgling service
post independent India trying to forge its
own traditions independent of the Royal
Indian Navy of yore, the impact was
enormous. It was one of the many
actions in the 1971 war that made us
equal partners with the Army and Air
force in the defence of independent
India.
I am reminded of the last few stanzas

of Ronald Hopwood's classic poem, ‘Our
Fathers’, that I quote below:

When we've raced the seagulls, run
submerged across the Bay,
When we've tapped a conversation
fifteen hundred miles away,
When the gyros spin superbly, when
we've done away with coals,
And the tanks are full of fuel, and the
targets full of holes,
When the margin's full of safety, when
the weakest in the fleet
Is a Hyper-Super-Dreadnought, when
the squadrons are complete,
Let us pause awhile and ponder, in the
light of days gone by,
With their strange old ships and
weapons, what our Fathers did, and why.
Then if still we dare to argue that we're
just as good as they,
We can seek the God of Battles on our
knees, and humbly pray
That the work we leave behind us, when
our earthly race is run,
May be half as well completed as our
Father's work was done;.

My wife Sharon and I wish you and your
family a great Christmas and a happy
and prosperous New Year. If you or your
family do visit New Zealand do look us
up. —Allan Rodrigues

Capt (IN) Allan Rodrigues (Retd),
commanded three Indian Naval

warships before settling down in New
Zealand.
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In the early hours of Saturday, April 14,
a fully-armed Sukhoi 30 — the Indian
Air Force’s (IAF) frontline fighter plane
— roared as it took off from the
Kalaikunda air force station in West
Bengal. The Russian-origin combat
aircraft was soon above Lakshadweep
in the Arabian Sea before turning back
to land at Thanjavur in Tamil Nadu.
Using mid-air refuelling, the Sukhoi,
which can fly at a speed of 2500

kilometres per hour, demonstrated something any air force
would give its right arm for — a reach of 4000km in a single
flight.

But this did not happen in isolation.Consider this:
• Between April 8 and 22, the IAF nearly shut all its training and
pulled out nearly 1400 of its officers and 14,000 men for a
wargame. Almost anyone fit to fly was directed to make
themselves available.

• In that period, nearly 1,100 of its aircraft were specially
deployed across the length and breadth of the country on
‘operational duty’.

• So intense was the effort that fighter, transport aircraft,
helicopters, Flight Refuelling Aircraft (FRA), Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs) put together generated a staggering 11,000
flights/sorties between them.
In conjunction with elements of the Indian Army and the

Indian Navy, the IAF had mounted what many term as one of its
biggest-ever exercise. They named it ‘Gaganshakti 2018’.

“If war were to happen tomorrow, we would like to be in a
position where we can sustain a high tempo of operations.
Gaganshakti 2018 was where we tested ourselves extensively
and results were satisfying,” said an officer aware of the
intricacies of the exercise. While the exercise was initiated with
a focus on India’s western borders, mid-way, the IAF re-
positioned its forces on India’s eastern frontiers. The message
was clear.The IAF was publicly practising for a two-front
conflict.

But, there is more to the story.
World’s fourth largest air force, the IAF, is operating with 31

squadrons of fighter jets whereas it needs 45 squadrons. Also,
the IAF appears to be in deep financial trouble — from
purchasing new equipment to maintaining the older one, the
impact is pervasive.

Parliamentary Standing Committee on Defence, headed by
veteran BJP leader Major General BC Khanduri (Retired) tabled
its forty-first report in Lok Sabha on March 13, 2018. Some
salient points of the report are:
• (For 2018-19) Shortfall of Rs.6440 crore in the Revenue Budget

WARGAME GAGANSHAKTI:
WHAT IS THE IAF SAYING?

Jugal Purohit

A Su30 undergoing mid-air refuelling during Gaganshakti
2018. Picture Courtesy: IAF

IAF: In the mountainous terrain the movement of the troops
from one valley to another is a challenging task. The
redeployment of forces from one area of interest to another
may at times take couple of days. Inter Valley Troop Transfer
operations help to reposition the desired forces within a
couple of hours. Picture Courtesy: IAF
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is likely to impact the operational preparedness, ability to
procure spares & fuel, apart from leaving gaps in training
programs, serviceability of older systems and provision of
basic amenities to the Air Force personnel.

• ...percentage share of Air Force budget has declined
considerably during the last few years.

• Allocations made under the capital head for the Air Force,
which is largely accountable for modernisation budget of the
Service, has consistently plummeted. In the year 2007-08, it
was to the tune of 17.51 per cent of the total defence budget
and has gone down to 11.96 per cent in the year 2016-17.

•…there appears to be a lack of sufficient sincerity towards
capacity enhancement and modernisation of the Air Force.
The report also reveals how the IAF from 2016 onwards was

made to pay over Rs 2500 crore in customs duty, an amount
which was to be reimbursed to the service but never was. In fact,
out of its meagre resources, the IAF is set to further shell out Rs
1726.98 crore towards custom duties in 2018-19 too! Indeed in
the coming years, some of the earlier inked deals like the one for
French fighter Rafale and American helicopter Chinook are
expected to fructify. However, these are fruits of what has been
inked in the past. Yet, by the end of the next decade, the IAF will
be left with a paltry 19 squadrons says the same Parliamentary
panel.

A decade is all that separates a rapidly-modernising Chinese
air force from the IAF which, as of now enjoys the upper hand in
a trans-Himalayan encounter of the type Gaganshakti 2018
envisaged says Air Vice Marshal Manmohan Bahadur (Retired),
a veteran helicopter pilot.

“Today, we have better equipment, better support fleet and
much better aircrew training. However, if we cannot generate a

top class next generation fighter in house in the coming decade,
then it is anyone’s guess where India’s advantage will be,” he
added.

It took the IAF nearly nine months to plan out Gaganshakti
2018. A conflict, however limited, may not provide such a
cushion. The IAF is also mindful that the day they square off
with China, Pakistan may jump in too.

“We have a task at hand. What we don’t have are the best
tools. When will they arrive, no one can tell,” explained an
officer.

He added, “With Gaganshakti 2018, we exercised our Plan B”.

Jugal Purohit is a senior special correspondent for India
Today TV. This article first appeared in wordpress.com of 23

May 2018

An undated file photo of the J-20 released by Chinese state
media XINHUA with the claim that these stealth birds had
been commissioned earlier this year

IAF: This assault included
paradrop of 560 paratroopers,
combat vehicles and GPS guided
cargo platforms. The landing
force was dropped behind the
simulated enemy lines to soften
up the likely resistance to our
own armoured offensive. 

Picture Courtesy: IAF
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AGNI-V TEST FIRED
3 June 2018 was yet another red letter day in the history of
India’s missile programme, when Agni-V, with a range of 5000
km was successfully launched off the Odisha coast. The surface-
to-surface missile was launched with the help of a mobile
launcher from Launch Pad 4 of the integrated test range (ITR) at
Dr Abdul Kalam Island in the Bay of Bengal.
For project Director G Ramguru of the Advanced Systems

Laboratory and for all the defence scientists associated with the
project, it was a moment for jubilation when the missile was test
launched successfully, with all mission objectives being
achieved. As per one of the scientists working on the project, it
was a “text book precision launch, where every single objective
was met”. This was the sixth test carried out, but one more final
test will be done before the missile is inducted into the Strategic
Forces Command.
Agni-V is a nuclear war-head missile which, with a range of

5000 kms, is at the lower end of the ICBM scale. First test fired
in April 2002, Agni-V can cover all of Asia and parts of Europe
and Africa. The 'mission critical' avionics for Agni V were
designed and delivered by the APJ Abdul Kalam Missile Complex
in collaboration with the Advanced Systems Laboratory and the
Defence Research Development Laboratory (DRDL), Hyderabad.
The canister launcher of the missile has been developed by
Ahmednagar-based Vehicle Research and Development
Establishment (VRDE) while high energy materials composition
for boosters were developed by the High Energy Materials
Research Laboratory (HEMRL).

KAMOV HELICOPTERS FOR THE MILITARY
In December 2015, when Prime Minister Modi visited Moscow, an
inter-government agreement between India and Russia was signed
for the supply of the Kamov helicopters to India. A year later, India
and Russia finalised a broad agreement to set up the joint venture
(JV) between Russian Helicopters (RH) and Hindustan Aeronautics
Limited (HAL) to co-produce the helicopters as replacement for the
ageing fleet of  the Cheetah and Chetak helicopters currently in
use.
A Request for Proposal (RFP) was issued by the MoD in May

2018 for theabove Indo-Russian joint venture. This is likely to be
responded to by HAL-RH by end of August and the final deal is set
to be signed in October to procure 200 Kamov Ka-226T military
helicopters over nine years. Of these, 60 helicopters in flyaway
condition will be produced in the Ulan-Ude plant of RH, while 40
will be assembled in the proposed plant set up by the joint venture.
The remaining 100 will be completely made in India. HALs stake
in the JV is likjley to be 50.5 percent while that of RH will be 49.5
percent.
The technical configuration for the twin-engine multi-role

helicopter which is known for its superior manoeuvring capabilities
in mountainous areas have already been approved, the
groundwork to finalise the project has been completed and the deal
will in all probability be completed this year. The deal comes with
transfer of technology.
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As an Air Defence System, the S-400
Triumf (Russian: C-400 Триумф, Triumph;
NATO reporting name: SA-21Growler) has
been described by various analysts as one
of the best air defence systems in the
world. Developed as an anti-aircraft
weapon system in the 1990s by Russia's
Almaz Central Design Bureau, this fourth-
generation long-range missile defence
system has been in service with the
Russian Armed Forces since 2007.
The system has four missiles, with

varying ranges: 400 km, 250 km, 120 km
and 40 km, to cover the entire gamut of
envisaged threat. Its command post and
several radars can track several dozen
incoming objects simultaneously at
distances of hundreds of kilometres and
launch counter-missiles within seconds to
eliminate the threat with very high level of
probability.
India has been pushing for the S-400

Triumf  to enhance its air-defence
capability. Negotiations for the USD 5.5
billion deal have been concluded and a
draft CCS note is under preparation. But
the deal may run into rough weather, due to
sanctions imposed by the US on Russia,
which if violated could adversely affect
transfer of US military technology to India.
These sanctions had been imposed in
January 2018, under CAATSA (Countering
America's Adversaries Through Sanctions
Act), in retaliation against Russia’s alleged
meddling in the US presidential election in
2016. CAATSA mandates the US
government to punish countries and entities
engaging in significant transaction with the
defence or intelligence establishment of
Russia. US concerns also hinge on the fact
that the S-400 needs to be integrated with
other air defence systems and components
which are in use in India. As some of these
have been bought from the US, the
required levels of integration may lead to
security concerns, wherein a third party
could potentially access some of the
technologies provided by the US.
It is however on the cards that the US

will acquiesce to the purchase as
enhancement of Indian capabilities fits in

well with the shared India-US goal of
having a deterrence against Chinese
aggression in the region. In the recent
meeting of the Indian Premier, Shri
Narendra Modi with President Putin of
Russia in Sochi on 21 May, the two leaders
had vowed to further strengthen Indo-
Russian cooperation and this deal will be a
step in that direction. In any case, India
wants its defence transactions with Russia
to be insulated from the purview of CAATSA
and will raise Indian concerns when the

two sides meet in Washington for the 2+2
talks later this year.
India needs the S-400 to secure its long

border with China. The Defence Minister
Ms Nirmala Seetharaman stated that the S-
400 deal has been on for a very long time
and that the two countries were in the final
stages of negotiations. A rethink on the
issue is hence unlikely. In all probability, the
deal will be announced before the annual
summit between India’s Prime Minister and
the Russian President in October this year.

THE S 400 DEAL: CHALLENGES AHEAD
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DRONE KILLER
PROTOTYPE
Drones are increasingly being used by armed forces across the
world for multiple applications. Drones have many civilian
applications too, and as the technology is available, the
possibility of their use by terrorist organisations remains high.
Such threats are not far fetched as the IB has earlier warned of
the possibility of such an attack in Delhi by terrorist
organisations. The IAF has also given vent to concerns of such
attacks.
With that in view, Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL), has
developed a prototype, which has a radar and electro-optical and
electromagnetic sensors, to track and destroy drones. As of now,
the prototype is a low end machine, with a limited range of 3-5
km and a soft kill option in the form of a jammer, which can
interfere with the drone’s electronics and radio frequency. It must
be remembered that drones are remotely piloted, which means
that they depend on signals from the pilot, which can be

disrupted by jamming.
This could prove to be a useful addition in the armoury of the
military and other security agencies and would represent a great
leap forward in confronting emerging threats that are likely to
manifest in the coming years.

OPERATION NISTAR
A severe cyclonic storm, ‘Mekunu,’ reportedly one of the most
intense tropical cyclones to make landfall in the Arabian Peninsula,
hit the island of Socotra on 29 May, leading to flash flooding and
devastation. In the island, were stranded 38 Indians, which led to
the rescue mission codenamed ‘Operation Nistar’.
INS Sunayna, which was then in the Gulf of Aden was diverted to

the Socotra Island
for search and
rescue operations,
after a distress call
was received from
Directorate General
of Shipping and
Indian Sailing
Vessels Association.
All the 38 Indians

were thereafter successfully evacuated on the morning of 3 June
by INS Sunayna, which brought them safely to Porbander harbour
on 7 June. Once again, a Humanitarian and Disaster Relief
Operation (HADR) was successfully carried out.

MALABAR 18
Indian Naval Ships — Sahyadri, Shakti and Kamorta — of the
Eastern Fleet under the command of Rear Admiral Dinesh K
Tripathi, Flag Officer Commanding, Eastern Fleet currently on an
overseas deployment to South East Asia and the Western Pacific,
arrived at Guam on Thursday to participate in the 22nd edition of
Exercise Malabar, off Guam, USA till June 16.
Exercise Malabar, which started as a bilateral exercise between the
US Navy and the Indian Navy in 1992, has evolved over the years

with the participation of the Japanese Maritime Self-Defense Force
(JMSDF) from 2007. Over the last 26 years, this Maritime Exercise
has grown in scope and complexity and aims at increasing the level
of mutual understanding, inter-operability and sharing of the best
practices between the three navies.
Malabar 17 was held in July last year on the Eastern Sea Board

of India, off Chennai and Visakhapatnam. It is for the first time that
the exercise is being conducted off Guam, a major US Naval Base
in the Western Pacific. It would be of interest to note that the US
has recently named their Hawaii-based Pacific Command as the
U.S. Indo-Pacific Command. The scope of the MALABAR-18
includes professional interactions during the Harbour Phase in
Guam from 07 to 10 June 18.The Sea Phase from 11 to 16 June
2018 includes a diverse range of activities at sea including Aircraft
Carrier operations, Air Defence, Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW),
Surface Warfare, Visit Board Search and Seizure (VBSS), joint
manoeuvres and tactical procedures.
The Indian Navy will be represented by the two indigenously

designed and built ships, the multi-purpose stealth frigate INS
Sahyadri and Anti-Submarine Warfare corvette, INS Kamorta as
also by Fleet Tanker INS Shakti and Long Range Maritime Patrol
Aircraft P8I. The US Navy forces will include the Nimitz-class
aircraft carrier, USS Ronald Reagan with its air wing; two
Ticonderoga class cruisers, USS Antietam and USS
Chancellorsville; two Arleigh Burke class destroyers, USS Benfold
and USS Mustin; a Los Angeles-class attack submarine and one
Long Range Maritime Patrol Aircraft P8A.
The JMSDF would be represented by a Hyuga class helicopter

carrier JS Ise with integral helicopters; Takanami class destroyer JS
Suzunami; Akizuki class destroyer JS Fuyuzuki. Japanese Maritime
Patrol Aircraft, P1 and a submarine.
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At long last the Government proved its
high degree of resilience by imposing
Governor’s rule in Jammu and Kashmir
after countless heightened acts of
terrorism, radicalisation, destruction of
schools, selective atrocious killings of
good/patriotic Kashmiris, victimisation of
army/security forces (SFs) etc, since 
over two years, not to mention many
decades of mis-governance by successive

governments.
Governor’s rule in J&K in fact poses even greater challenges if

long overdue meaningful and constructive steps, which must be
taken, are not taken and implemented relentlessly to the hilt.
Because that is the only way to retrieve the seriously ‘infected’
part of the Kashmir Valley. While the decision to impose
Governor’s rule is a result of political will, much higher degrees of
it will be required to take more hard decisions and ensuring their
implementation.

Undoubtedly, while the immediate priority is ensuring a
smooth and secure Amarnath pilgrimage, given the terrorist
threat and the weather, alongside, tourism will have to be
covered similarly. The large community of minor traders for
whom tourism provides sustenance have suffered greatly and
BJP government must seriously consider some relief measures
for them.

Education, which has since long been majorly targeted by
Pakistan through the Valley-based separatists and which was
dealt a body blow with the destruction of almost forty schools,
will need an urgent and sustained boost. Ruining education in
the Valley was also linked to the process of radicalisation. The
aim of Pakistan’s military and mullahs is to destroy education on
one hand and on the other to indoctrinate and incite people,
particularly youth. While in earlier years radicalisation was
carried out through separatist leaders and clerics in mosques
and religious/political gatherings, info-technology and social
media gave it a massive boost.

None of the elected governments in J&K
prevented the spread of anti-India sentiment and
activities. Pakistani flags, pro-Pakistani/anti India
slogans were tolerated orignored. In fact, both the
National Conference and People’s Democratic
Party pandered to Pakistan, forgetting how the
Valley had been exploited by it during the
late1980s onward phase. Thanks to the Indian
Army’s vigil on the Line of Control, terrorism was
reduced to the extent that tourism began to
flourish once again. This became too much for
Pakistan’s directors of anti-India operations. New

tactics like paid stone-pelting were developed to raise them to
the level of hectoring the Army and SF during their operations.
Thanks to the PDP, this modus was further allowed to be
developed to start filing FIRs against Army and SF personnel.

After the abductions and brutal murders of Kashmiri Army
personnel like Lt Umar Fayaz, many Kashmiri J&K police
personnel and finally Rifleman Aurangzeb and Editor of Rising
Kashmir, Shujaat Bukhari, the BJP decided to pull out of the
alliance and promulgate Governor’s rule. One of the reasons for
all these murders and for many other problems in the Valley are
that over the past decades and particularly in the last few years,
truth/facts/history became major casualties. Kashmiris have not
only been killed by Pakistani terrorists but also by Pak-supported
Kashmiri terrorists and recently even radicalised youth. 

Some of the greatest challenges during this eighth spell of
Governor’s rule will be to ensure, in addition to steps earlier
mentioned, and pronto, the following:
• Changing the narrative in the Valley. As tried out in recent
months by Army/SFs, use social media to involve the
parents/close relative/friends of radicalised youth/those being
motivated to join Pakistani or Kashmiri terrorist groups to appeal
to them to return. Make use of social media to revisit history.
Make Kashmiris aware of what Pakistan is doing in Pak Occupied
Kashmir, Balochistan etc.
• Disable the network organising anti-India/Army/SF
operations/stone-pelting and revoke FIRs against Army/SF
personnel. 
• Education must be fully resumed and school-burners must be
disabled.
•  All government departments must function properly.
• Adopt Indian Army’s Sadbhavana (civic assistance programme)
methods to win hearts and minds.
• No matter what all is done by Army/SF, till the separatists
leaders and their minions are not literally separated from the
Valley, terrorism will continue unabated. Put them in jails
outside J&K.

For some very vital reasons, this time, Governor’s rule in J&K
must succeed.

TAKE ALL LONG OVERDUE STEPS TO STABILISE KASHMIR
Lt Col Anil Bhat
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VETERANS ALERT

INFORMATION FOR VETERANS

Revision of Disability/War Injury
Pension for Pre 01-01-2016
Pension Disbursing Authorities (PDAs)
are not revising the pension of pre 01-
01-2016 retiree Armed Forces Personnel
in terms of PCDA Allahabad Circular
No. 596 dated 09 Feb 2018 under which
method of re-computation of
disability/war injury element before
applying the multiplication factor of
2.57 has been provided.PCDA (Pen),
Allahabad has given the direction to
PDAs to revise the Disability/War Injury
Pension of pre 01-01-2016 retirees as
per GOI, MoD, letter dated 23-01-2018
till receipt of corr PPO based on
Notional Pay Fixation method. Cases in
which PDAs are facing any difficulty to
identify the pensioner, if any, as
mentioned at Para 5 of PCDA (Pen)
Allahabad Cir No. 596 dated 09.02.2018,
the case be forwarded to their Audit
Section. PCDA (Pen) Circular No. 599
dated 05.06.2018 refers. 

Restoration of Pension on Absorption in
PSUs/Autonomous Bodies-Delinking of
Qualifying Service of 33 years for
Revised Pension from 01-01-2006
The Govt has decided that while
determining the revised pension of the
said category of absorber
pensioners/family pensioners with
effect from 01-01-2006, the
pension/family pension shall also be
revised with the provisions issued by
the GOI, MoD letter No. 1(2)/2016-
D(Pen/Pol) dated 30 Jun 2016 and
1(04)/2007/D(Pen/Pol) dated 20 Jun
2018.

Sahara Hostel for Naval
Widows/Veer Naris
Sahara Hostel is a unique and first of its
kind initiative by the Indian Navy for
the welfare of the Naval widows/veer
naris and aimed to provide support to
the lady and their families in the period

immediately after the unfortunate
demise of their husband.

• Eligibility- Only those widows who
have completed the requisite period in
Govt accommodation after the demise

of their husband are eligible to apply for
stay in the hostel for one year. Priority
will be given to the widow who is in
need of emergency medical treatment
for self/children or children studying in
class X/XI/XII at New Delhi or any other
widow in need.

• Hostel Charges- Monthly rental
charges will be Rs 3,500/- for officers
and Rs 2,500/- for sailors.
Electricity/water/cable/telephone
charges will be levied in addition to the
monthly rental charges. Queries, if any,
may be referred to the office of the
Command Regimental System Officer
(CRSO), 7th Floor Chanakya Bhawan,
Chanakya Puri New Delhi - 110021,
Phone. 011-24121429/24121430 

Grant to Widows for Daughter’s
Marriage
Widows of Naval personnel are given
grant for marriage upto two daughters.
The present rate is Rs 50,000/- per
daughter. Widow will forward
documents to INBA two months before
the marriage. These are : wedding card,
attested copy of birth/metric certificate
for age proof, attested copy of PPO &
discharge certificate with family details
and a copy of self cancelled cheque
showing banker details including IFS
code and account number clearly.

Financial assistance upto Rs 1,00,000/-
is also provided to ex-sailors who are
facing acute financial distress and are in
indigent circumstances for starting self
help economic venture like KIOSKS etc
to enable them to earn their livelihood
with dignity. Application with requisite
documents and details of service
particulars to be forwarded to the
Principal Director Non-Public Funds,
Directorate of Non-Public Fund, IHQ of
MoD (Navy), Sena Bhawan, New Delhi-
110011.

Hony Capt Baldev Singh
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The long lasting image of Commodore (later Admiral and Naval Chief)
Ronald Lynsdale Pereira, better known as ‘Ronny,’ 15th Deputy
Commandant of the National Defence Academy (NDA) and the third from
the Navy, is of a tall slim Naval officer in Dress No. 8-white shirt, white
shorts—the old baggy version—with no belt but twin buckles, white
stockings with white shoes and peak cap. When he joined as ‘Dep Com’ in
January 1971, most of the younger Naval officers were dressed in the then
recently introduced Dress No. 8A, white shirt and trousers and the new
alternate head gear of a black beret. But Ronny stuck to his shorts and
stockings. Stocked in his car were a golf set, a hockey stick, separate footwear
for these and other games. At games time he would land up at a hockey or
football field, change his shoes and join the game with the cadets.
As an instructor at Gunnery School, Cochin, in 1951, while training sailors

on operating an anti-aircraft gun, there was a misfire accident which
shattered his left arm. Dr. Khan, the civil surgeon, decided against
amputation and performed surgery, which saved his arm, but it could not be
straightened at the elbow. But that disability did not stop Ronny from
swinging very effectively in both hockey and golf.
Far more than his mentioned description, Ronny Pereira remains

embedded in the memories of a few thousands of NDA cadets, all ranks of
the Indian Navy and all those who worked with or knew him for his
outstanding qualities of professional competence, very high sense and
standards of discipline and correctness/ properness, moral courage and
sterling leadership traits as well as, last but not least, being very strict and yet
very compassionate. The book is replete with many examples of both these
characteristics.

Soon after taking charge as the “Dep Com,” Ronny, with his very sharp
observation and uncanny knack for sensing problems or trouble and most
of all, indiscipline, became omnipresent and thanks to the then
Commandant, Maj Gen. SD Gupta, who was happy to have an active deputy
run the Academy, omnipotent too.Omnipresent meant that Ronny could
land up anytime in any of the then twelve squadrons. It could be early
morning, when cadets collect their tea and biscuits from the tea-room and
catch seniors who make juniors do the same for them instead of doing so
themselves. It could be anytime in working hours when Ronny would be
able to catch defaulters skipping classes. Or it could be at the evening tea
time or the study period in the late evening or at/just after ‘lights out’ time.
Other areas covered by Ronny’s omnipresence were games fields, Drill
Square, PT Field, swimming pool and the other outdoor training areas/firing
range.
The official organised punishments in NDA are Extra Drills and

Restrictions, both of which involve much of physical endurance activity,
mainly running for 40 minutes every day on the vast stretch of the Drill

AN UNFORGETTABLE AND
MOST ADMIRABLE ADMIRAL

Col Anil Bhat, VSM

THE ADMIRAL I KNEW: 
A TRUE STORY OF ADMIRAL
RONALD LYNSDALE PEREIRA

BY MIKE BHALLA

VIJ BOOKS INDIA PVT LTD

PAGES: 564 IN PAPERBACK
PRICE: Rs 795/-
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Square. A new official punishment which became
very common in Ronny’s tenure was hikes to the
famous Sinhagad Fort about 2000 feet high over a
very steep hill. All these three are done in Field
Service Marching Order, to which for
Restrictions, a rifle is added. Official punishment
for indiscipline by appointment holding cadets
was “de-tabbing”-removal of the envied
appointment shoulder tabs with stripes—or “de-
striping”-removal of chevron stripes on the right
sleeve-in either case   reducing the appointment
holder to an ordinary cadet. Poor performance in
academics or outdoors/physical fitness or severe
indiscipline could mean relegation, meaning loss
of one term/6 months seniority and the ultimate
punishment was withdrawal from the Academy.
So, omnipotence in Ronny’s case meant that

such mentioned punishments, excepting
withdrawal, were ‘administered’ by him very
often/more usually summarily, except
relegations which involved the defaulter being
marched up to his office.Ronny’s omnipresence
also meant that he came to know a large number
of cadets by their names, related to their
achievements in sports or academics or their
deeds or misdeeds or in many cases their
problems related to their families or otherwise.
This writer, one of NDA’s top swimmers, was paid
a surprise visit in his squadron by Ronny one
evening about a month before his Passing Out
Parade, to tell him to ensure that one of his weak
swimmer course-mates passes the mandatory
swimming test.
In August 1971, when Commodore Ronny

Pereira first saw the author, then Cadet Sant
Pratap Singh Bhalla up close, he was surprised at
the strong resemblance between this youngster
and his late nephew, late Flight Lieutenant
Michael (Mike) John Pereira, only son of Ronny’s
elder brother Arthur Pereira, who had died in an
unfortunate air-crash some years earlier. Both
Ronny and his wife Phyllis, who were childless,
adopted Sant Pratap and christened him Mike,
which he is better known as till date. Thus began
a wonderful lifelong relationship. Having become
part of the Pereiras’ lives, Mike visited them in all
the stations that Ronny was posted to, including
New Delhi, when Ronny became the Naval Chief
and even later till Ronny’s last days of suffering
from cancer.
Mike getting commissioned into the 16th

Cavalry resulted in Ronny interacting with some
top brass of the Armoured Corps and even led to
a visit to the Regiment as the Naval Chief.After

over forty years since NDA, Mike, now a retired
Brigadier, began diligently collating Ronny
Pereira’s amazing lifetime in the Navy- at the
NDA, as a Naval Chief and with his family, friends
and colleagues, as also over 300 handwritten
pages of letters,  to write this book of 564 pages.
The book, which for Mike has been a labour of

love and devotion towards his adoptive parents,
is invaluable for all the information and insights
not only into the Pereiras’ lives, but also for many
cold hard facts about the Navy, the country and
some of the turbulent times during Ronny’s
various postings till he became the Chief and
even thereafter.
If Ronny was strict with those under his

command, he was even stricter on himself. Not
owning a car when he became the Naval Chief, he
used the cars of his old Navy friends or junior
colleagues while they were on leave. It was only
when he was reminded about the provision of
amenity under which officers can use official
transport for personal purposes, that he started
using the same and paying for the use. In June
1996, as FOC-in-C, Western Naval Command, he
refused a new apartment at Mumbai’s Cuffe
Parade for a down payment of Rs. 17,000/-. When
he got his own house, named Broadsides- built in
Conoor for his retired life, he was left with only
his pension then of a measly Rs. 3000/- per
month and a two-wheeler scooter, driving which
he survived an accident.
He was against any post retirement sop like

ambassadorship because it was a post held by
foreign service officers with much less seniority
than a Service Chief. The author reached out to
many of Ronny’s Naval colleagues and staff
officers as well as old cadets trained in NDA
during his tenure as Dep Com to share their
experiences. Thus the book includes very
touching stories by 30 old cadets, including many
who were punished by him, which highlight
Ronny’s principles and his compassion and
another fifteen of Ronny’s colleagues and a
couple of his doctors, who treated him for cancer.
All these accounts and many incidents in the
book only reinforce the greatness of this man,
unforgettable to all who knew him and who he
reached out to—right from a sailor to the Prime
Minister.
While the book, written in Mike’s staccato

style, is a must read for all cadets and officers of
the armed forces, it will be motivational for
students  and also enjoyable for them and readers
at large.

IN AUGUST 1971,
WHEN COMMODORE
RONNY PEREIRA
FIRST SAW THE
AUTHOR, THEN
CADET SANT PRATAP
SINGH BHALLA UP
CLOSE, HE WAS
SURPRISED AT THE
STRONG
RESEMBLANCE
BETWEEN THIS
YOUNGSTER AND
HIS LATE NEPHEW,
LATE FLIGHT
LIEUTENANT
MICHAEL (MIKE)
JOHN PEREIRA,
ONLY SON OF
RONNY’S ELDER
BROTHER ARTHUR
PEREIRA, WHO HAD
DIED IN AN
UNFORTUNATE AIR-
CRASH SOME YEARS
EARLIER.
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IN LIGHTER VEIN

WHAT?
In the last twenty years we've seen such
a plethora of mobile phones from First
Generation to 4G and now there's talk
of 5G. You can call from India to New
Zealand on Skype, WhatsApp, Duo or
VoIP - all at the press of a button,
without paying  a paise extra, and in
crystal clear audio.
But back in the day we had the all

black ubiquitous telephone which was
patented shortly after Graham Bell
invented the phone and was the
hallmark of the Victorian era.
One Sunday morning, in my first

term at NDA, my Div O (Divisional
Officer) gave me the task of giving him a
shake-up call at 0530 in the morning.
Which meant I had to get up at 0430 hrs
and wait next to the phone with my eye
on the clock for precision timing. So,
donning my finest acrylic fibres in the
form of a PT short and T-shirt and white
canvas shoes, which were perfect,
unblemished, and polished like a
guardsman’s belt buckle, I tottered to
the end of the lobby so that I could
gawp at the black instrument and
practice in my mind what to say when I
woke him up. Most telephone
instruments of those days looked old
and battered, but this one in the light of
the early morning looked extra antique.
I put the handset to my ear. There was
no dial tone emanating.
Occasionally it coughed a little blurp

of hope as I tinkled with the wires,
trying to breathe some life into it like a
man marooned on an island breathes
life into a sliver of flame — but never
quite succeeding. Eventually I managed
to get a dial tone coming and had to
hold the instrument in one hand and
the wire in the other. It was quite
irritating to sit there in the corner being
gently marinated in my own sweat and
holding stuff in both hands in the most
delicate way.
At the appointed time I called up the

DivO’s number but the line was so
unclear that both of us ended up saying
‘What’ to each other about 10 times.
Seriously, my DivO hadn't mastered the
art of speech when getting up from
sleep. Finally I uttered a sound of joy
when I thought I heard him saying
something, which was quickly followed
by a sound of despair when I realised
that he was awarding me 7 days
Restrictions for saying ‘What’ too many
times.
Fearful that I had missed out on

some crucial aspect of the
conversation, like ‘Well done my boy',
the light bulb in my head told me that I
better call him back from another
telephone. So I ran to the neighbouring
squadron like my pants were on fire and
called him up again. We followed the
same old protocol of saying What to
each other about 10 times at the end of
which I clearly heard him awarding me

another 7 Restrictions.
When I put down the phone, I

remembered that I hadn't wished him
Good Day. So I called him up again to
say Good Day sir. For which I was
awarded another 7 days Restrictions.
At the end of this episode I took  a

deep breath and began sauntering in
the direction of my cabin, making
bovine lowing noises to clear my head.
At which point, the CSM stepped out of
his cabin as unruffled as an embassy
dinner. Upon seeing me bellow, his
countenance adopted the look of a
goldfish. When he heard me mooing
loudly his chin dropped and his mouth
began forming the word What? And, his
tongue wasn't just tied, it looked like a
corkscrew! He looked at me as if I had
accidentally set his hair on fire and was
trying to put it out by pouring scalding
hot water on his head.
I didn't waste any time. Before he

could say anything at all, I began rolling
on the carpet till he disappeared into
the bathroom. At this stage I had
regressed to a point that if anybody had
begun saying the word What, I would
automatically do five star jumps!
I couldn't for the life of me

understand how I had collected 21
Restrictions for saying Good Morning
three times. My worst nightmares were
beginning to come true in NDA. But not
as bad as the nightmare I had after
watching the Terminator movie, when
Arnie refused to kill anyone!

Captain Anil Gonsalves, IN, (Retd)
joined NDA in 1975 and passed out in

1978. He commanded Coast Guard
ship Rajshree and INS Mahish in the

Navy among his varied appointments.
He took premature retirement in 2005

and presently is working in the
Offshore Division of the Shipping

Corporation of India as Master in their
Platform Support Vessels.

Capt (IN) Anil Gonsalves
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I saw a documentary recently
highlighting the devastating effects of
the ever increasing demand for Palm
Oil. Thousands of hectares of forests are
converted into palm oil plantations to
satiate the demand for this cheap oil
which has now made its way into all
forms of snack foods like cookies,
biscuits, peanut butter, potato chips et
al. This oil is everywhere! Are you aware
that the forests which are cut down
were home to beautiful Orangutan
families who are literally made
homeless overnight as their homes are
cut down and the land burnt to make
way for these plantations. These
beautiful animals will eventually die
from loss of habitat if we as consumers
don’t refuse to purchase products
containing palm oil. 
Baking (and cooking) yourself means

that you know exactly what goes into
your foods.You can use the highest
quality products, you save the
environment by not adding to the tons
of plastic used to package products, you
eat fresh and healthy and most
importantly your individual impact on
the environment reduces. And if more
and more of us join this way of living we
may actually live in a much happier and
healthier ecologically balanced world. 
With this thought I made my first

ever homemade cookiesand they were
just wonderful! They were crisp on the
outside, soft on the inside, with sugar
adjusted to my taste and the fresh

aroma of baking to beat any processed
biscuit or cookies you have ever eaten.
Here is the recipe for my No Palm Oil,
artificial flavours and colours free,
preservatives free, Vegan cookies.

Ingredients:
� Plain Flour 1 1/2 cups
� Baking Soda 1/2 tea sooon
� Salt - a pinch
�Vegan Chocolate chips - 1/2 cup
� Blueberries - 1/2 cup
� Organic sugar - 3/4 cup
� Organic coconut oil - 1/2 cup 
� Vegan milk (I used almond milk) - 1/2
cup

Recipe:
Take a large bowl and add the sugar,
salt, organic coconut oil, vegan milk
and whisk together. This will turn into a
slightly runny liquid. Whisk the flour
and baking soda into this and mix. This
will form a slightly thick mixture. Mix
well using a spatula and ensure that all
of the dry ingredients are completely
mixed. Then divide this mixture into
half and add chocolate chips into one
and mix and add blueberry into the

other and mix. As this base is not very
runny I used my hands to slowly mix
the blueberries into the mixture. Now
cover both these batters and place in
the fridge for about half an hour. 
Preheat your oven at 180 degrees. To

bake your cookies place a baking paper
on the tray. Scoop out some of the
mixture onto a karchi and level the
mixture. Then scoop out the mound of
batter into the baking tray. No need to
shape. Place into the hot oven for about
15 minutes. The coconut oil will begin
to melt slowly as it heats and the round
mount of the batter that you placed into
the baking tray will slowly spread out
perfectly into a cookie shape and have
the right thickness too. Do not overcook
this. Once your cookie batter is spread
out and the top has a nice even brown
coating then your cookie is ready. Enjoy
your cookies warm and fresh or have it
later once cooled — either way you are
going to love this.

Ms Aditi Pathak Is based in Singapore.
Widely travelled and from a Services

background, cooking is one of her
many passions.

HOME MADE COOKIES
Aditi Pathak
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MAROOF’S MUSINGS

Even though India has been among the largest weapon importers in the
world for over a decade—with a wish list of its armed forces going into
USD 200 billion or more—the oft repeated desire to make India a ‘global

manufacturing powerhouse’ on par with China has yet to reach the ambitious
targets set out by successive Indian governments. One reason is that the
purchases to make up the critical deficiencies are delayed so much that weapon
systems have to bought when alarm bells begin to ring across the country. This
leaves little room to implement a long term integrated perspective plan (LTIPP)
and thus no room to innovate and absorb.

Also, as there are no restrictions on purchase of top of the line weapon
systems, India's establishment has purchased whatever it could. But as India has
faced restrictions in the purchase of missiles, India's scientists have produced
state of the art missiles. Thus, those who support indigenisation say that a self
imposed time line to move away from big external purchases is perhaps the
answer. But critics of this line of thinking feel that a number of locally made
items like even the 5.56mm rifles, that has a dubious reputation, inspire little
confidence amongst our soldiers.

So, can there be light at the end of the tunnel? Yes. But only if the Raksha
Mantri and the top bureaucratic-military leadership are willing to re-invent the
wheel and demand time bound delivery on projects, once specifications are
agreed and frozen. And simultaneously overhaul our defence PSUs which reek of
nepotism.

However, with successive governments insisting that our public sector
undertakings be allowed to develop almost everything that our forces need, the
private sector has largely been denied the opportunities to enter this domain.
Apparently, one reason why the Rafale fighter jet deal has been endlessly delayed
is because the French want to have the bulk of these jets manufactured in
partnership with a private sector Indian company, but the government insists
this should be done with a PSU. And even if some Indian companies can rise up
to the challenge—and that could take several years—there is an urgent need to
address the critical gaps in India’s military capabilities. For instance, the
collective requirement of helicopters for the three services and the para-military
forces itself is for 800 helicopters of various types, and it requires an immediate
investment of USD 12 billion. By 2027 India will need over 450 fighters and
aircrafts, and over 200 warships to acquire some serious blue water naval punch.
Add to that the Army’s immediate need for tanks, missiles, artillery systems, and
better assault rifles to match the global favourite of terrorist, the AK-47. The
demand for rifles itself (to replace the sub-standard INSAS) could be in the range
of at least half a million rifles. All this requires billions of dollars in capital
investment.

Ironically, despite being a huge market for arms sellers, it isn't easy to crack
defence deals in India. Plus the reluctance now of politicians and bureaucrats to
finalise deals for fear of investigations post a scandal, along with dwindling
capital funds outlay for purchases, barely allows India to counter a two front
threat from China and Pakistan, which are both increasing their offensive
capability by the day. And even though an Indian Parliamentary committee
report had stated that 3 percent of GDP must be spent on defence, we currently
spend about 1.6 percent of GDP. In fact a western study suggests that India must
spend from 4 to 6 percent of its GDP, to have a world class military force. But will
that ever happen?

For more details on Maroof Raza, visit:  https:/ / www.maroofraza.com.

BUY FOR
INDIA OR
MAKE IN INDIA

Maroof Raza
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BE A PART OF SALUTE
SALUTE HAS PUBLISHED A NUMBER OF SPECIAL ISSUES, 
COMPLETELY FOCUSED ON A THEME OR A REGIMENT

SALUTE WELCOMES QUERIES FOR A SPECIAL ISSUE.
FOR MORE DETAILS PLEASE EMAIL US AT
salutemagazine@gmail.com or visit
www.salute.co.in and www.saluteindia.org

GET IN TOUCH!
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